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INTRODUCTION 
Of the Industries serving the American farmer, the mixed 
feed industry is one of the larpeat and most important. Few 
afTicultural industries have shown comparable growth in size 
and complexity durLnf the past twenty-five years, Mixed feed 
production has increased from 13.1 million tons in 1930 to 
35»0 million tons in 19?'!, an Increase of more than 17ii per 
cent.^ ?i'ajor changes and developments in the industry have 
taken place durin/;' this same period. Examples include bulk 
delivery, use of major new inpredLenta like aatlbiotlea, 
vitamins, hormones and greases, widespread use of pelleted 
and crumblized feeds, and feed company financing of livestock 
production on farms. 
The chanfie and expansion in the industry has resulted 
in the use of many different methods and patterns of ingredi­
ent procurement, feed manufacture, and feed merchandising 
by the firms in the industry. Existing feed firms differ 
widely in both size and type of operations. These factors 
plus the characteriat !.cally dynamic conditions in the in­
dustry make planning and decision-making rather complex In 
most feed firms. 
Progress Report to the American f'eeder. Feedstuffs. 
f/'lnaeapolis. 1955* Page 3* 
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Statement of the Problem 
The level of profits achieved in any feed firm depends 
upon the operational decisions as well as upon t^ie lon.f run 
decisions for the business. Once such decisions as plant 
location, type of plant and organizational structure have 
been made, the net earnings of the business depend largely 
upon the oneratlonal decisions of management. Frequently 
the factors which need to be taken into account in making 
operational decisions are so numerous and complex that they 
cannot all be considered simultaneously, even by the most 
capable general manager. 
The management of the feed manufacturing firm would be 
assisted greatly by a aystematic method of organizing per­
tinent i'lformation so that it can quickly make sound opera­
tional decisions. Although the information available from 
the accounting records and elsewhere frequently may be 
Inadequate and lead to erroneous operational decisions, the 
methods of organizing the available information may con­
tribute to even greater errors in decision-making. The more 
complex the available information, tho more likely this is 
to be true. Because of the complexity of the information 
affecting many of the oporational decisions within the feed 
firm, management could often make more profitable decisions 
if all the available pertinent lixToririation were considered 
simultaneously. 
The technique of linear progranmiing is one possible 
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method which might be used to orpanizo and conaidor simultane-
oualy the pertinent information for operational deciaiona In 
feed manufacturinf]! firms,^ Profiraminin^', is well suited to this 
type of problem and will assure an optimum solution on the 
basis of the coefficients and restrictions used for the solu­
tion, Two irportant and somewhat related questions arise, 
however. 
^irst, there is the oract:'.cal question of the coat of 
profTammin' the feed firm operations. The pertinent infor­
mation and relationships may be sufficiently num.erou3 and 
comnlex t>iat any possible profram could not be solved at a 
cost low enoufh to make it feasible. If this is true, the 
proframminr technique will not be a useful tool of general 
mana; ement in feed firms, regardlesa of its value for research 
or other purposes. 
Second, some question arises as to whether a satis­
factory profram can be developed which will provide a re­
alistic and helpful solution when the needed coefficients 
and other information cannot be determined with precision. 
If profTamminp- is to be a workable tool of tnanaf:ement of 
feed firms, it ordinarily will have to be based on about the 
same quality oi" information now uaeci bj^ manajrement in making 
^For information on the technique, assumptions, and 
restrictions of linear pro-'rammin£ see: 
A. C'larnes, V, .V. Coop.r and A, Henderson. An Introduction 
to Linear Pro,-ramminf, iJew York, John iViley and Sons, Inc. 
1953. 
Robert Dorfman. Application of Linear Proframming to the 
Theory of the Firm.. Berkeley, University of California, 1951. 
il-
operational decisions. If it turns out to be necessary to 
conduct research to more precisely treasure production or 
market coefficients before nropramipinp: can be used with con­
fidence, the total costs of using this technique as a tool 
of manafrerrent will nrobably be prohibitive for most feed 
firma. 
Objectives 
The general objective of the study was to apply the 
technique of linear prograraininf to an operating feed firm 
in order to determine the raaliam and feasibility of the 
technique as a tool of ooerational management. It was felt 
that if linear programming could be used by tnana^Tement to 
increase the nrofits of feed firms, benefits would accrue 
to farm producers as well as to the feed industry. It was 
felt that in time competition in the feed i;.dustry would 
make part of any increased profits In feed firms available 
to the nroducera of feed infredients and to the users of 
mixed feeds. Since he ia both one of the major producers of 
of feed Inrrodi.ents and the major user of m.lxed feeds, the 
fermer shcula eventually receive much of the benefit. 
In order to delimit the research probleri in scope, the 
objective was limitod to the formulation and solution of a 
propramminp model to determine; 
1. Vvhat feed forinulas should be produced and sold 
2, The moat ?3rofitable volume for each of these formulas 
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In addition to this overall objective, the study had two 
aub-obJectlves, One was to find out if workable and realistic 
coefficienta, rastrictlona and prices for solution of the 
propram could be prepared from inforriiation in the firm's rec­
ords plus that eatimated by manairement. The other was to 
obtain the soli'tion of the nrof'ram at the lowest practical 
cost in order to estimate the economic feasibility of the 
actual use of such a program by operating feed firms. 
I'ethod of Analysis 
Linear programming- was used to ascertain the type of 
operations whic'i would maximize the firm's profits. Of 
course firm profits could be altered In several ways. The 
reduction of manufacturing costs, the reduction of feed 
procurement costs, or t'^e reduction of the sales force are 
examples. The firm profits may not increase due to these 
courses of action, since sales may be reduced enough to more 
than offset the decrease in expenses. In order for off­
setting forces to be taken into account, a solution should 
be obtained which simultaneously considers all available 
information bearinf^ on the nroblem. 
Pronramminc was used in t 'is study to determine the 
possibility of increasinp profits by increasing the sales of 
some feeds while decreasing the sales of other feeds. The 
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almnlex metbod^ was vjsed to determine which formulas were 
to be produced and the amounts of each one. This required 
the computations of input-output coefficients and prices, 
the determination and the computation of restrictiona, and 
the definition of the activities which could be conducted by 
the firm. 
The activities, restrictions, prices, and coafflclenta 
were taken from Information found in the firm's accounting 
records or determined by management. The activities used 
were the production and sale of trie dir.erent feed formulas 
produced by the firm aa of November 6, 195^6, Inirredlent 
prices and feed prices were those for tMe latest transactions 
preceding the same date. The restrictions included factors 
which limited the quantity of any or all formulas that could 
be produced by the firm, while the coefficients specified 
the rate at which each activity used a flven restrictive 
factor. The activities considered in the study were confined 
to the production and sale of those feed formulas with which 
the company had past experience. They were taken from the 
firm's wholesale price llat published iJovember &, 195^, Other 
activities could have been considered, but the company had 
little basis for provldlnp information relative to these new 
^Por an easily understood presentation of the simplex 
method see: 
Earl 0, '^eady, SlniPllfled Presentation and Lo/-lcal Aspects 
of Linear Prorrammlnf Technique. Jour, of Parn; Econ. 36:1035. 
1951|. 
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activltlaa. 
Ingredient prices and feed prices had to be estimated 
for the cominp: year. The office manager was given this task 
since he was the person in charge of purchasing and feed 
prices. The manufacturinp coefficients were estimated by 
the machine operator since he regulated the time each feed 
spent in the different machines. The manufacturing restric­
tions were computed by t'o author from information supplied 
by the machine operator and the office manager. The office 
manager supplied the nvnnber of hours in tlie work week and the 
machine onerator supplied the time lags caused by idle time 
and shifts between formulas. T-io office manager was also 
consulted to determine the restrictions a id coefficients 
which characterised the market for each feed and the com­
petitive or complementary relationship between feeds. In 
addition he and the sales manager supplied the material neces­
sary for the computation of the coefficients designating the 
amount of salesman time used in the sale of each feed and the 
material for computation of the restriction of salesman hours 
available for use by the company. 
The prograrr could be solved by the simplex method with 
the use of a desk calculator or by any of a number of elec­
tronic computing devices. The desk calculator has an advan­
tage that the nrice one must nay per hour is considerably lower 
even If the price includes the wages of a com.petent operator. 
The electronic com.puters are much faster after the machine 
has bean prepared for a flvan operation. But Tor small r>ro-
praira, t^e preparation time may be lonrer than the actual 
runnlnr time. In order to select the least coat of computa­
tion, the nrorram had to be oreparod and cost estliif^tes made 
for each of the two methods, carefully conslderlne all sb.ort-
cuta available for each rethod,^ 
Review of Related Studies 
Several feed studies ualnf linear programming^' have been 
published, but none were aimed at derivinp the optimum profit 
for the firra. vVauph investigated the practicability of the 
uge of linear proc-ramitiin/- as a tool to determine the minimum 
cost of proQUcinr a dairy feed with specified nutritive re­
quirements.^ Other minimum cost feed studies have been made 
including one by Fisher and Schruben which carried Waugh's 
stidy further by extending the application to the case of 
two or more feads and to alternative price structures.^ 
Neither of tViese two studies attempted to prof-ram an actilal 
firm's operation, since the main interest of the authors was 
^Jamea N. Boles. Short Cuts in Proframminf Computations. 
Jour, of Farm 3con. 3^s9'^l. 1956. 
^Frederick V, Viaufh. The ¥lnimum-Co3t Delry Feed, Jour, 
of Farm hlcon. 33:299. 1951. 
3iValter P. Fisher and Leonard .V, Schruben. Linear Pro-
pramminc Applied to Feed-?Mxing under Different Price Condi­
tions. Jour, of Farm Econ. 35jfi71. 1953» 
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to prepare new study procedures ratlier than to test the ap­
plication of the procedures. 
Profit maximization procedures usin^', linear propramming 
have been published for oil refining problems.^ Symonds has 
presented an illustration ahowin; the selection of a maximum 
profit program when three chemicals were used as In^Tedienta 
In the production of a fuel oil. This illustration involved 
the same type of problem as was presented by ^Vauph, but the 
price was as signed to the finished product as well as to one 
of the in.fredlents. Instead of aeekinfr the minimum cost of 
produclnr the fuel oil, Syrmnds was seeking the maximum 
profit he could f-et froi^ producini- and selling the fuel oil 
and tha marketable ingredient, oymonds assumed a limited 
amount of each inprodient to be available and an unlirrited 
market at the assumed price for the rr.arketable merchandise, 
A second refinery prorram presented in Symonds' publication 
was one in which four crude oils were to bo refined to make 
five fuels. The object was agaia to maximize profits given 
an unlimited market for each product at the fixed market 
price and asaumin^r a liirited supply of crude oils, 
Proframminf studies aimed at profit maximization have 
1 
'^ifford Syironds. Linear Programming: The Solution 
of Refinery Problems, Jlew York, Esso Standard Oil Comnany, 
19^ 5. 
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been Tnade for typical farm firtna.^ Here again the assumption 
has been made that all the products grown by th3 farm can be 
sold at a stated price. The assumption of a perfectly elastic 
demand to the individual farm firm is realistic. The re­
strictions in t'lls case are resources such as quantity of 
land, labor, buildings, and capital. 
Candler has developed a method whereby the profit max­
imization procedure may be carried out allowtnr capital or 
o 
some ot^er selected restriction to vary. Not only does this 
shorten computation time when a number of pro.roms at dif­
ferent capital levela are to be solved, but it also allows 
the pro,fTairaner to find the capital levels at which it would 
be profitable to shift the firm's pattern or method of pro­
duction, Candler's method is based on the use of the simplex 
method mentioned earlier,^ 
Bernard Joseph Bowlen. Production Planning of Crops for 
Iowa Farms — Usinp Activity Analysis and Linear Proi^raminlnfr. 
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College 
Library. 195^« 
F'rank Orazem, Adjustments to Improve Incomes and to 
Meet Chanpes in Relative Prices on Dairy Farms in Northeast 
Iowa. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. Ares, Iowa, Iowa State 
College Library. 1956. 
^w'llfred Candler. A Modified Simplex Solution for Linear 
Programming with Variable Capital Restrictions. Jour, of 
Farm Econ. 19^6. 
^•^eady. op. clt., n. 1035. 
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Computational short cuts for prograimning have developed 
quite rapidly durinr the past eight years. Boles has prepared 
an article with a number of short cuts.^ One of the short 
cuts mentioned in his study presents the principle used to 
reduce the size of the program used in the present study. 
^•Roles, op.cit. p. 
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CARACTHRISTTCS OF T'^E FSiD MRT' PROGRAMMED 
The firm selected for the sti^dy was an Independent 
incorporated feed ftrTii wlilch was not integrated withi any 
other form of manufacture such as soybean proceaaint; or 
renderinp. The firm owned no retail outlet and riad only 
one plant. The "^lant was located in central Iowa and had 
ready access to both rail and truck facilities. It had a 
capacity of 20,000 tons for a 3OC day year and employed a 
total of eif'ht people excludinf t'e owner and the office 
TTianafor. In addition to the plant personnel there are five 
salesmen, a reaearc: farin operator, and three truck drivers. 
The firir purchased feed Ingredients frotr, several states, 
manufactured mixed feeds, and sold the feeds to Iowa retail 
outlets. In addition, it purchased and nerchandiaed three 
non-feed items—grit, oyster shell, and yeast. The volume 
of production fell in the ranre 10,000 tons to 13,000 tons 
per year. 
The main objective of the firm was, of course, to make 
profits. The firm tried to attain this objective by produc­
ing and sellinf.' a feed tliet stimulated rapid j:rowth of live­
stock at as little coat to the fcrmer as possible. In order 
that the firm orosper it must f:et the reputation of selling 
a feed which could produce animal products at lower per unit 
coat, than could feed m xed by other feed manufacturers or 
by the forT?:er hiTraelf. 
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storage space for the firm consisted of four larpe 
steel tanks for bulk Infredients and a larpe rooin on the 
first floor for barped inrredients and flnishod feeds. 
There was always need for more storafe space for har^sd 
inrredients so the overflow waa stacked alonf-; tlie walls in 
the rooms where the various machines were operating on the 
first, second and third floors. The office manager said 
there was room for two more steel tanks for bulk storage, 
then any further expansion in stora;e facilities would re­
quire construction of additional floors on top of tne 
present plant. 
Plant Design 
The plant was organized as a batch operation so that the 
ingredients of a crumbilized feed started out on the top 
level of the building and in a continuous operation was 
mixed, pelleted, and then crumbilized, sacked, and wheeled 
into 3torfi,;:e on the rrain floor or to trucks if ahijjment waa 
to b3 the next morning. TVie operation on the several levels 
; ave the aid of jTavity to the power equipment used in move­
ment of materials. 
This flow of work was modified in cases w'riere the feed 
was pelleted but not crumbilized. In this case it was routed 
around the crumb 11izer to the sacking bin. There were also 
some feeds which were manufactured and sold as meal; these 
feeds used neither the pelletini machine nor the crumbilizer. 
It mlpht be added that the pelletin^r and crumbilizlnf' machines 
operated aa a unit, so that the crumbllizer was idle during 
the manufacture of pelleted feeds. 
Feeds with a hifh molaaaea content must be run through 
a special oelletin machine, T' e principle of operation is 
the same aa that for the pelTeter mentioned above; however, 
the pellets froti the hiph molasaes feed pelletor were soft 
and sticky and ^ ad to be dusted wit>i a finely rround dust 
made of alfalfa iroan or cottonseed meal. This thin coating 
of meal prevented tlie soft nellets from sticking or packing 
together. 
Another process performed in the plant was the operation 
of a hammermill. The firm purchased corn aad oats whole and 
operated the hamniermill in order to assure adequate supplies 
of fround oats and corn. 
The manpower used to operate the feed mill consisted 
of a machine man who operated all the machines mentioned 
above as well as the automatic scales used in measuring the 
quantity of the bulky innredients. Another man measured 
and added the other inrredients, a third man sacked the feed 
and sewed the top of the sack, a fourth man stacked the 
sacks, and a fifth man carted the sacks of feed to storage. 
The irochines set the pace for the men except late in the 
afternoons when the mill was idle and the five men in the 
assembly line left their positions to rielp clean up the mill 
and to load trucks for the next day's deliveries. If the 
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mill needed to continue production, the cleaning: and loading 
was performed by the truck drivers who had come in off their 
delivery routes. In addition to tlie truck drivers, there waa 
another man who could help with truck loading. His regular 
duties included the unloading.; and storage of irtgredients as 
well as cleaning the mill. 
The plant manufactured pre-mixes, concentrates, and full 
feeds in addition to the molasses feed mentioned above.* 
These products are sold as poultry, hog, cattle, dairy, 
shoep, and rabbit feed. A apodal silage preservative waa 
also produced and sold. 
Sales O-oerationa 
The sales force was comprised of five men including the 
sales manager. Each salesmen haa a portion of Iowa as his 
exclusive territory. The duties of the salesmen were to 
interest new dealers in handling their line of feed, to pro­
vide dealers with information about their nroduct, and to 
make service calls on farmers. The salesmen were paid a 
flat wage with the exception of one man who had a commission 
arrangement on three retail outlets. The commission was paid 
"'^Thero is no definite division lines between pre-mixes, 
concentrates, and full feeds. Pre-mixes are generally con­
sidered to be made of only thoso ingredients which rrake up 
a minute portion of t .e diet of an animal, full feeds to con­
stitute the entire diet of an animal, and co icentrates to be 
quite rich in protein but still lacking enough bulk to be 
fed alone. 
i6 
to get hlT to vork Mortheastern Iowa where the firm's retail 
outlets were scattered. 
The firm owned no retail outlets, so it had to do a 
food Job of merchandisInp to its retail outlets in order to 
keep them handling: their line of feed. The terms of sale 
were cash on dolivory and deliveries were made approximately 
two days after the order was placed. The firm's management 
operated on the belief that the retail outlets would prefer 
to borrow money from the local bank and buy the feed at a 
lower nrice than could be offered if credit business were 
solicited. 
Orders for feed were taken by the salesmen or were re­
ceived by long-distance telephone calls in the main office. 
All orders had to be written on an order blank when the re­
tailer placed it. The lonr distance phone charpea were paid 
by the feed manufacturer on the purchase calls from the re­
tail feed dealers. 
The comoany has tried to insure prompt shipment on all 
sales by keeping approximately a week's supply of feed on 
hand, Management thought a one week time interval v/as the 
best balance between the tv/o evils; alow delivery and stale 
feed. 
One of the primary foals of the firm has beon the ex­
pansion of total sales, /^anapement personnel wanted to hire 
nore "pood" salesmen and they wanted to ret the sales first, 
then make the feed tf it was not already one of their exist-
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Inf formulaa. The conrpany has also atrlved to level out 
seasonal peaks tlirou/^h expandlnf sales of hop and cattle 
feed. Currently the peak output comes In the srirlng due to 
a heavy concentration in noultry feed sales, Concontration 
In this area developed because the firm was orifinally 
founded to serve prirarily poultry hatcheries. At the time 
of the atvdy the retail outlets were composed of two-t?iirds 
hatcheries and one-third elevators and farm supply businesses. 
Since the hatcheries wore prinarily interested In poultry 
feed, much of the other feeds were sold by the elevators 
and farm supply businesses. 
Procurement Operations 
All feed innredients were purchased by the office 
menaper who was also responsible for the plant operation 
even thoufh this responsibility was dele-ated to the plant 
foreman. Ingredients were often procured in less than car­
load lots. Althoufh buyinp in carload lots often would have 
resulted in lower nrices for the doliverod raw materials, 
in the opinion of the rrianapement, this advantage was more 
than offset by crowded and inefficient storerooms and by 
the loss of food workinp relations with local suppliers. 
The latter reason was substantiated by the statement that 
when an inrrodient was out-of-season the firm must search 
for sources of supply which was an expensive procedure where­
as they could readily obtain supplies via telephone 11" they 
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had been deallnf regularly with the local wholesaler. An­
other alternative would be to buy larpe stocks In season and 
then draw from stora/e t-rouphout the remainder of the year. 
This choice world neceaaitate renting.' a warehouse, and pro-
vidlnfr. larpe capital comniittmenta for Inventory, and there­
fore was not followed. For purposes of the study, the higher 
nrlcea of less f an cjirload purchases were used since they 
were the prices naid by the feed company. 
Other Characteristics 
The proprietor of the business acted as ^-enersl manager 
of t'le firm. 'Te snent his time in sales, procurement, pro­
duction or any other phase of the business which needed 
special attention at the time. The fall of 19^6 found hini 
soendinp: a considerable amount of time and enerry working 
on the firm's experimental farm which had just been activated. 
Two people other than the office manager and the owner 
were housed in the company's office. The two employees 
looked after the f^eneral clerical and office work of the 
company. They answered the telephone, kept the accounting 
records, waited on counter trade, typed correspondence, and 
made out checks. 
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DETI^RKINATIO\r Cr COST'i'TC Ili'ITS A'D PRICES L'SED 
"anaf'ement of a flrip has readily available to it the 
accounting: records of the firm and the infornotion v/hic'' it 
experiences each day and which is often referred to as the 
"feel" Oi the business. This was the Information soufht for 
the study, since it was felt that coefficients and prices 
computed from more elaborate data were probably too costly 
for most firms. If the linear prof-raimnin/, tool could not 
yield useful answers based on information readily available 
to management, then it was felt the method would not be 
suitable as an aid in makin/: managerial decisions in the 
operation of the feed firm. 
The procedure used in the collection of data was to 
consult the records of the company first, "anagement was 
consulted if the records of the business failed to yield the 
information needed to construct the coefficients, restric­
tions, and prices for t;® rtro[';rara. The office manager was 
called upon for most of the information, but other employees 
were consulted when they could more accurately estimate the 
needed data. 
The use of readily available inforntation yielded some 
information which was hlrhly reliable, some which seemed to 
be reasonably accurate, and some which was hifhly subjective. 
The quantities of each ln;>Tedient included in bV^e formulas 
were taken from the firm's records and were quite reliable. 
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Kstlmated prices of feeds and inpredlenta were based on a few 
minutes roflectlon and would be placed in the hlfhly sub­
jective catej ory. ''achine input-output coefficients were 
baaed on estimates nade by the macMne operator and should 
be considered reasonable eatlnates, since the operator, in 
performin;- his duties, had to determine the len^-th of time 
each formula was orocessed, Otler hif:]ily subjective Informa­
tion Included the sales coefficients computed from manage­
ment's estimates of the difficulty of sales of each formula 
and the competitive and complementary relationships among 
some feeds. The minimvmi sales needed to keep cu3ton;er pood-
will and the maximum sales possible without a reduction in 
marfrin would be clasalfiad as reasonable estimates, 
Coef f icients 
Management was asked if there were any products which 
when sold caused a reduction in the sales of some other for­
mula, '/Vhen the answer was in the affirmative, management 
was asked what feeds were competitive and to what extent they 
were competitive. Similar questionln;- brought out the exist­
ence of coriiplementary relations in feed sales. The nature 
and extent of the relationships were also established. 
The extent of the competitive and coinplementary rela­
tionships was established by asking the question, "How much 
would the sales of one feed be affected \f, through increased 
sales pressure you increased the sales of a second feed?" If 
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a one unit Increase in sales of the second feed brou^rht a 
decrease of one unit In sales of the first feed, the two 
feeds were competitive on a one to one basis. If a five unit 
increase In sales of the second feed enabled the firm to 
make one unit of sales of the first feed with less sales ef­
fort than they would nornally be expended, tho two feeds were 
said to be coBiplementary on a five to one basis. 
Management was unable to estimate the coefficients 
pivlng the averape time needed to sell a unit of each feed. 
This made it necessary to obtain an index of the difficulty 
of sale of each formula and to use this index with the quan­
tities of 1955-56 feeds sales to prorate the sales hours 
used in 1955-5^ to each formula. The 1955-5^ feed sales 
were found by consulting the accounts of the company. The 
difficulty index was worked out in cooperation with the 
office manat-er. 
The office manaper v/as first asked to select one for­
mula and asslpn it the value of 100. 'le was then asked to 
assipn all the other formulas an index relative to t is 
base. Thus, if another feed were twice as liard to sell as 
the base feed, it would be assigned a vulue of 200, or if 
it were half as hard to sell, it would be assigned a valvie 
of 50» Ilext, the office mana^^-er was asked to assume that all 
other feeds remain at their present sales level except the 
one under question. He was then asked to pive the sales 
difficulty (relative to the original base) of the feed under 
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question If the firm tried to sell only the rnlnlmum quan­
tity of t^:la food. After this question had been answered 
for each feed, the office rnanaper was asked to make the same 
kind of estimate asaumlng the feed undor question was being 
sold near the maximum sales level. 
The difficulty indices were checked for accuracy through 
inquiry about the difficulty relationship between feeds other 
than the base feed. In other words, feed with a difficulty 
Index of 300 should be per cent rr.ore difficult to sell 
than a feed with an index of 200. A spot check was also 
made by asking the sales manager to estlii:ate some of the 
indices. 
Computations for '.'anufacturlnp Coefficients 
Trie manufacturinr coefficients were taken from oral 
data riven by the ire chine operator, ^le {;^ave the number of 
tons oer hoiar which could be run throu£;h each of the ma­
chines for each feed. These flrurea were for straight run­
ning tirre, so the office manager was called upon to estimate 
time lost due to coffee breaks and delays between formulas. 
T^ls lost time was subtracted froxp the available machine 
hours used as restrictions tiereby allov/lng the direct con­
version of tona per hour required to manufacture a feed into 
houra per $0 pound bap needed to manufacture this feed with 
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the particular machine.'''' 
The hammermill computatlona required ad'iitional manipu­
lation since the r;iachlne operator had fiven the tons per 
hour needed for corn and oats to be ground in the mill. In 
order to show the hammermill hours necessary to produce a 
50 pound bap of feed, the quantity of corn and oats in the 
baf. of feed haa to be computed, tVien the ham^iermill tine for 
this quantity of corn and oats was computed to yield the 
hammermill hours necessary to nroduce a bap of feed,""* 
Restr J.ctions 
Restrictions for t'le profrram were divided into manu­
facturing restrictions and marketinf: restrictions. The 
manufacturing restrictions were established by obtaining 
the number of hours of available machine time from the 
office manager. I'arkotinf; restrictions were obtained from 
the same person although only one of these restrictions in­
volved hours available resource time. 
The maximum straight time machine hours available were 
computed for the mixer, pelleters, and crumbilizer by mul­
tiplying 1^.2 (number of hours in a regular work-week allowing 
for delays and rest periods) times 51 (number of v/eeks In a 
'"'"See Table for t^ e list of feeds and machine coeffi­
cients (except ham.Termill), 
"'•"''See Table '> for the computations of hammermill coef­
ficients . 
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year after holidays had been deducted). The regular work 
week was taken from the records of the company and the sub­
jective JudfTnent for delays was made by the machine operator, 
"ol Idays celebrated were also on the records of the f irm. 
Jfarketlng restrictions were thought of as beinj; divided 
into two croups; (1) salesman tlrna and (2) customer accept­
ance. Salesman ti e had to be established to take account 
of lost time due to travel. Customar acceptance had to be 
ascertained so limits could be set w'llch would result in a 
propram recommending neither too much nor too little sales. 
One of the most critical resources v/as the salesman 
time. It also proved to be one of the more difficult to 
handle in the computations. Pollowlnf is an account of how 
the rnaxlmum or total salesnan hoiH's for the year was found. 
First the sales manaper rave what he termed a "very 
rouph" estimate of the amount of time each saloanian worked 
per week. Next, he orovlded an equally "rouf'h" estimate of 
t'le percentage of the weeks time soent in sales contact v/ith 
nrospectlve customers. From this row material contact hours 
per week per salesman were derived. This answer was multi­
plied by 5 (the number of 3aleam.en) to determine total aales-
man tim;e available to the firm each week. Tliis product was 
multiplied by li.9 (weeks in a year after deductions for 
holidays and vacation). 
In settinp up the restrictions evolving out of the cus­
tomer acceptance (troup it was necessary to sot up a minimum 
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below which sales of individual feeds could not fall and a 
maximum above which they could not rise. The office mana£-er 
was asked to pive the minimum quantity of each formula which 
the firm would have to produce and sell in order to retain 
the customers' rood will. The maximum was established by 
the same person in response to the question as to the quantity 
of each formula which could be sold without an increase in 
margin. 
The estimation of inrredient and mixed feed prices was 
made by the office manager. His first answer to the question 
of expected prices for the cominf- year was that he did not 
know. After some insistence he a^^ireed that he needed to have 
some Idsa of estimated prices in order to plan future opera­
tions. He decided that the best estimate he could make was 
to assume future prices to be those last received or paid by 
the firm. 
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A^ A^LYSIS 
In the application of linear proproimnlng to a problem, 
the relationships between the variables can be stated as a 
set of linear equations. The variables must be otherwise 
Independent and must exceed the number of equations. Mathe-
matlcally, this coi:!ld be atatod: a^j Xj = (i = 1, 
2.,.. m; 1 = 1,2 ... n; n>m) whare the bj_ refers to factors 
which restrict t ie activities, Xj, and t>ie aj j are tlio coef­
ficients w'lich express the functional relationships between 
the restrictions and the activities. 
Another prot^ramrRing requirement Is that no quantity can 
be nej^ative. Thus, mathematically, Xj — 0 and bj^^O. In 
other words, the impossible situations of producing leas than 
nothing! or of consuming more resources than were available 
should be avoided. 
The solution of a linear proframralnf- study requires a 
poal which can be maximized (or minimized). This requirement 
can be also stated mathematically. 
_n __ 
c^ X, = maximum (or minimum) 
V •' J 
where Cj is the price (or cost) per unit of the activity 
(Xj) and Xj is the quantity of the activity and the objective 
is to maximize the profits. 
In order to make t-ie application to this study, let the 
Cj be the net price of the activities for the program, the Xj 
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be the different feed 'iroduction and sales activities of 
the firm, the be the sales and manufacturing restrictions 
or bottlenecks, and the a^^j be th.e coefficients which repre­
sent t'e amount of the sales end manufacturinp restrictions 
met when one unit of an activity is brought into the program. 
In addition to the solution for maximum profit for the firm, 
computational cost for the study should be limited where 
possible by taking advantage of 3lx)rt cut methods which do 
not reduce the amount of useful information. 
Computation of Variables 
Met price 
Net price was comrtiuted from these four sources of in­
formation: * 
(1) The firm's rfovetnber 6, 195^# wholesale price list 
of manufactured feeds and merchandised InfTedlents, 
(2) The list of formulas for feeds manufactured by the 
firm, 
(3) The list of nrices paid for each Ingredient w'nen the 
firm made its last purchase prior to November 6, 1956. 
(l<) The accounting records containing information on 
fuel purchases. 
The wholesale price list of manufactured feeds was pub-
"'^ Table 1 illustrates the net nrlce computation for one 
of the feeds• 
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liahed by the feed firm and distributed to Its retell outlets 
each week. This price list fave the price per ton of each 
feed sold by the company. 
The feed formulas were adjusted so that each batch 
welrhed one ton when mixed, T>te ingredients in each formula 
were adjusted to derive a ton of formula wliich contained the 
same percentage of each infTedient as it had in the oripinal 
formula. 
The next step was to multiply the price of a pound of 
each ingredient in the formula tires the number of pounds of 
the inrredient including bags and tags,^ The sum of this 
product for all inj-redienta included resulted in the total 
ingredient cost per ton of feed. 
The fuel cost expended to manufacture each ton of feed 
was computed from data for the summer months of June, July 
and August, Only these mont la were used because fuel costs 
for the firm during the other months included heating. The 
sum of the inrredient costs ner ton and fuel coats per ton 
was 3i.ibtracted from the selling nrice per ton. This pave the 
net nrice per ton of feed. This net price per ton was next 
broken down to net price per unit in which the feed was sold. 
If the feeds were sold in ^0 pound bac;s, then the net price 
per ton was divided by 14.0 (number of $0 pound bags in one ton) 
to fel: the net price per 50 pound bag. Since some of the 
^^Bags and taf costs were computed in quantities used per 
ton of feed, not in pounds used per ton of feed. 
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feeds are sold in packages of other sizes, their net prices 
were converted accordingly. 
The foregoing computations Include all of the costs 
which were considered variable in this study, Tho other 
coats were assumed to be fixed over the time period con­
sidered in this a.ialysls. The fixed costs induce some 
which are sometlr.es considered variable, such as electricity, 
labor, sales cowrnisalons, telephone and telegraph, office 
supnlies, nroperty tax on Inventories, advertising, and 
salesiren'a travel expense. 
Electricity was classified as a fixed cost because it 
was not used for power on the heavy machinery. There was 
little variation in the electric bill during the fiscal year 
1955-56 even though there was considerable variation In 
output. The same was true of office supply cost, adver­
tising, and telephone and telegraph. Property tax on in­
ventories though variable in theory were fixed in practice 
according to management. Salesmen salaries are considered 
fixed although one salesman receives part of his pay on a 
comrrlssion basis. This commission amounts to little end 
does not vary between formulas. Another item included in 
salesren salaries was salesman travel expense. The p"~'>smen 
are paid a set amount each month for travel so this cost 
did not vary with sales volume. 
Labor expense was confined to the pa^- of regular em­
ployees with the provision that time and a half would be 
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paid if t e plant had to operate mora than the regular work 
week. These employees could produce enouph feed to satisfy 
any quantity of sales considered within the range of this 
study. The pay to regular emoloyees during the normal work 
week were considered a fixed cost. 
Sales of oyster shell and prit were made in conjunction 
with some of the other feeds. This relationship was such 
that t""e company had to furnish t>ie two inf:redient3 in 
definite proportions to ooultry feeds in order to maintain 
customer good will, Recopnition of this fact led to com-
Duting the '^iroportion of sales of oyster shells to sales of 
layinp feed and then multiplying: this proportion by the net 
price of oyster sriell per sack,^'" This ave the net price of 
the quantity of oyster shell which must be sold with a sack 
of layinf feed. .Vhen this net orice fifure was added to the 
net price for a bap of layin, feed, the net price for the 
composite activity of the laying feed and its accompanying 
oyster shell was derived. 
Similar computations were made to determine the net price 
for activities which were composed of both poultry feeds and 
rrit because the customer boupht thom as a package. 
Activities 
The comoany's sales consisted of l\S different products 
including mixed feeds, yeast, £T?it and oyster shell. These 
"See Table 1$ for computation of the degree of comple­
mentarity foi* oyster shell and ^^ r^it. 
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nroduct0 formed tbo basis for the 5l real activities used in 
the analysis. The increase from 1;.^ to real activities was 
due to complications arising from some feeds havinf; to be 
entered twice because they had two different market rela­
tionships with other feeds (i.e., competitive with one feed, 
complementary with another). 
The increase in the number of activities above i|5 came 
about as a result of an intricate marketing relationship for 
hog feed. A coTnplemontary relationship existed between pig 
pre-starter (F^^) several other hop feeds which naturally 
follow In the cycle from fsirrowinr to marketlnp. resulted 
in more sales of F^-^, P-j^* ^19* ^ 20' ^ 21* ^22* 
necessary to enter each feed in order to take account of the 
comnlementary relationship and then enter them a^aln to take 
account of the competitive relationship. Thus, v/o had F^ y^ 
and Pi71 (P[j6)» Pig and P^g, (Fl^y), Fig and Pig, (Fj^3), 
F^Q  and F201 ^'21 ^21' ^22 ^22« ^^5l^* 
Restrictions 
The restrictions entered were manufacturing restrictions 
and merchandising restrictions. Of the two, the merchandising 
restrictions were far greater In number and importance in 
the opinion of the management. 
Manufacturing output of the firm could be restricted at 
some level by the lack of time on the mixers, pelleting m.a-
chlnes, crumblllzer, or hammermill. Restrictions for each of 
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these machines were built Into the prO(Tam to take account of 
this situation. The number of machine hours available In the 
repulnr work week for each machine was 2,ll-;2. 
T'^ ie Tparkotlnp restrictions were divided into five 
classes: (1) Individual minima, (2) L;dlvldu8l riexima, (3) 
coTTDOslte riaxlma, (l|) salesman hours, and (3) artificial 
maxima. The first two of these were taken directly from 
interviews with mana^Tement and have been explained previously. 
The other three classes could be explained further. 
Composite maxima were copputed to take accourit of com­
petitive relations between and amonf feeds in sales. For 
Instance, and P^g compete with each other for the 
buyer's dollar on a one for one basis. The composite maxi­
mum was arrived at by adding- last year's sales of and 
Fit^ and then adding 1,000 bags of fifty pounds each. The 
reason for adding the additional 1,000 fifty pound bars was 
to allow the two feeds as a total to expand in sales at the 
expense of the other feeds If this oroved profitable. The 
competition between t^Te two becane effective when the com­
posite maximum was reached. Beyond that point any addition 
to sales of F^^^ must be accompanied by a decrease in sales of 
and vice versa. There are computations for other more 
complicated maxima shown in Table 2 in the Appendix. 
Salesman hours available for use were computed from the 
information taken in an interview with the sales manager, 
^is "roufh" estimates of a salesman's contact time was ex­
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panded to taka Into account the number of salesmen and was 
adjusted for holidays and vacation. These computations 
showed that a maximum of 6,125 salesman hours were available 
for use for the cominp year. 
Artificial maxima were introduced into the program to 
make effective the sales condition of complementarity between 
products. Complementarity applied to sales of several for­
mulas of hor feed which follow plf: pre-starter. Sales of 
pif- nre-starter made it possible to sell the complementary 
products wit>^ less sales effort. The artificial maxima were 
placed 0t zero since oif pre-starter had to be sold before 
any easy sales of the deoe ident feed could be made. The 
discussion of coefficients in the followinc section will 
explain how the artificial maxima were raised above zero* 
Coefficients 
All minimum merchandising coefficients were set up as 
one. The explanation for this was that any time we increase 
the sales of a feed by one unit, we have also fulfilled or 
taken care of one unit of the minimiam sales that we must 
make of the feed. Similarly all maximum merchandising coef­
ficients were treated as one for the same reason. In this 
case we did not have to meet the raaximum, rather we could not 
sell more than t' is amount. 
Comnoslte rp-'xlTna. The composite maximum coefficients 
are more intricate, ''ero the objective was to show a com­
petitive relationship between two or more feeds. For in­
3h 
stance, and are both nip starters. Tiihen a customer 
buys pifr starter he buys one or t)-ie other• Consequently 
any increase in sales of one tHkes nlace at the expense of 
the other. .Vhile this procedure ifnores the nossibility of 
Inoreasln,- the aalea of one starter by selling: to a new 
customer, such sales constitutes a small portion of the 
business at anytime and even then represent a continuation 
of the competition since the salesman can sell only one of 
the starters to the new customer. 
then is competitive on a ba,- for bag basis with 
(i.e., an increase in sales of is accompanied by a 
decrease In sales of F-j^c^). To fet the effects of this re­
lationship the composite maximum for the two was introduced 
as explained in a previous section. Thus anytime there was 
a sale of or one unit of the composite rraximum was 
used. It can readily be seen that once the corrposite maxi­
mum was exhausted any further sales of Fiy and F^^ as a total 
were halted. Therefore any increases in sales of either will 
have to come at t^e expense of the other. 
The relationship illustrated above for F^^ and F^t^ la 
identical to the relationship between Fj^g and F JQ, and 
^22* ^5* ^1 ^2 same type relation­
ship also; however, competition is at a rate of two units 
for one (I.e., 2 units of F]^ have to be sold in order to cause 
a 1 unit decrease in F^)* 
A more complex relationship exists in poultry feed. It 
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Involves competition between five feeds—F^Q  and 
F^, F^ and Fg are complete feeds and compete witVi each 
other on a bap; Tor bar basis. F^Q and F^^ are concentrates 
which also compete with each other on a unit for unit basis. 
To meet nutritinal requirements.poultry producers substitute 
one unit of Fq^q or F-j^-j^ units of Fjj, F^, or F^. 
The coefficients for the feeds competin/? for the com­
posite maximum were one for F[|, and F.j and two for F^g 
and F^^^. Thus, If F^^q were brourht into t^le program two 
units of the composite Maximum would be met. If were 
broup;ht liito the ororram one unit of the composite maximum 
would be met. If enouph of these five feeds were sold, the 
composite maximum wo^ld be exhausted. j»hen this point was 
reached an increase in the sale of one of the five feeds re­
sulted in a decrease in the sale of one or more of the other 
four feeds." 
Artificial maxima. As was mentioned previously comple­
mentary and competitive sales relationships exist anonp 
several hop feeds. The presence of complementarity made it 
possible to sell some ho^- feeds with lesa sales effort than 
would have been oosaible in the Absence of complernentarity. 
Tn order to show the affects of corDplerrentarity in the analy­
sis, it was necessary to put in restrictions called artifi­
cial maxima to act as a brake on tVie sales of the hof feeds 
'•'Table 3 shows the program for the five feeds in thla 
complex relationship. 
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which could be aold with less effort duo to complementarity 
with This brake woa applied through coefficionta under 
the columns for the hof; feeds which were involved in the 
coinoleinentsry relationship. 
The coofficienta showing the comnlen^contarity were by 
the manafement and were as follows; Sale of one unit of 
will result in t'e selo of ,2 units of either or Fif], 
.0*^  units of eit^ 'er or PgO' 2^1 Fsp 
with little sales effort beinf expended on F^y, ^ iT ^ 19' ^ 21 
or ^22' Thus, sales of one unit of in the analysis re­
sulted in the addition of ,2 units to sales of F^^ ^  arti­
ficial maximuvp, ,03 units to the F]^(^F2o artificial maximiom, 
and .oil- units to the F21 i'22 niaximum. iVhen one 
unit of F|^y or was aold then one unit was subtracted from 
the F]^rj artificial maximuin. This same subtraction took 
place in the other two artificial maxima when sales were made 
of their respective feeds. If the artificial maxima were at 
zero then no sales could be made for F^^y, ^'l3» ^19* ^20* ^ 21' 
or F22 until sales had been made of 
Saleaman hours. The most crucial comnutatlons and 
Judproents wer'.-s f 'oso made in obtaining an estimate of the 
amount of salesman time required for the sale of a fifty 
pound bag of each feed. It was necessary to fet from manage­
ment some Idea of the difficulty involved in selling each 
''"The sub-matrix for tliia sales relationship can be found 
in Table if in the Appendix, 
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feed, then to convert the sales difficulty Into sales time 
por unit of feed. The followin(; symbols were used in setting 
up the computations: 
' Difficulty index of each feed.* 
S| « Quantity of each feed sold in 1955-56. 
DiSjL = Total difficulty of all sales of an Individual 
feed. 
'I = 6*125 hours of salesmen contact, time. 
D51S51. 
a Sales time per 50# ''Sf of a specific feed."'"'' 
The total difficulty of all sales of an individual feed, 
, was simply the difficulty of sales of a single unit 
welp'ited by the amount sold in the previous year. The TD, 
of course, is the total te weighted difficulties for all 
feeds sold and the I( is the estimated number of salesmen's 
contact hours for the previous year: 
Py dividing: II by TD the salesmen's contact hours per 
wei/hted difficulty unit waa obtained. If this ratio is 
de3lf';nated as K, the can then be found as follows: 
^ Si 
In computing* and interpretinf this estimated sales time 
"The for each feed can be found in Table 5 of the 
Appendix. 
-.Hj-The for each feed can be found in Table 6 of the 
Apnendix. 
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per fifty pound baj- of feed, C|, the aaaumption has been made 
that difficulty of sales beers a constant relationship to the 
time required to make the sale. This assumption was made 
by the author. 
T'achine hours. Yanapement's estimates of tons per 
machine hoiir for each formula had to be converted to hours 
per unit in which tho feed was sold. This was computed as 
follows: 
'i 
T i Ul 
where the were the machine hours needed to produce one 
unit of a feed, T^ were the tons of feed output per machine 
hour, and were the number of units of the formula con­
tained in a ton. "ost feeds were sold in fifty pound bags, 
but where this was not true the program used other units of 
sales such as ten pound baf^ s or twenty-four pound cases,'' 
Hammermill input-output coefficients had to be processed 
further because the output of this machine constituted only 
a portion of the formula. This was done as follows: 
"I 
^ 
PlKi 
where the were the hanimermill hours needed to produce 
enoufh pround corn and oats for a unit of t -e finished for-
•'Table 7 lists the Trachine coefficients for eac'n feed with 
the exception of hammermill coefficients. 
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mula, the G. were the pounds of £Taln in a ton of the complete 
feed, the were the nuirbar of units of fae feed contained 
in a ton, the were the pounds of ^^-rain in a ton, aiid the 
were the tons of f-Tain jrround per hammermill hour used. 
Reduction of "atrix Size 
The matrix resulting from this set of computations con­
sisted of [i9 real activities and 91 restrictions and since 
all the equations in the matrix were in the forn; of inequali­
ties a disposal activity was sot up for each restriction. 
This resulted in a matrix of size ll|.0 by 91, which made any 
solution an expensive undertaking. The next step was to 
apply methods of reduction in matrix size. 
The withdrawal of the majority of ttie minima was the 
first step in reducing- the size of the inatrix. All those 
minima which affected (or were affected by) only one activity 
were withdrawn since we could find the opportunity cost of 
maintainlnt; this minimum by consulting the z minus c line 
under the activity in question.'"^ If more than the minimum 
was produced then the opportunity cost of the minimum could 
not be determined; however if this were the case, the oppor­
tunity cost of the minimum would not be important. Since the 
''^ See Table 1 for the computations of haminer-mill coef­
ficients. 
•'"The z minus c line fives the marginal revenue for each 
activity. 
opportunity coat of all individual minima was desired, the 
minimum restrictions accompanying ^20' ^ 21* 
F22 were retained because they also were affected by 
l^|9' ^ 50» 5^1* away with all except these 
five minima reduced the matrix by 2} restrictions and 29 
artificial activities leaving a matrix of size 111 by 62. 
This withdrawal of minima was also accompanied by the 
withdrawal of resources necessary to produce the minima. 
The maxima for the saire feeds were reduced by the amount 
of the minima. See Table 9 for the computationa involved 
in withdrawing; these minima. 
Next, using- t^e principle presented by Boles, the ratio 
of the coefficient showing the relationship of each re­
striction to each activity over the quantity of each re­
striction was computed for the four manufacturing restric­
tions and the salesman hours restriction.^ This ratio was 
found for all real activities and then comnarlaons were made 
of the ratios for the five restrictions under consideration. 
It was found that salesman hours had a smaller ratio than 
the mixer for all the activities. The mixer row was removed 
from the matrix because at no point did the mixer restrict 
production of any formula before salesman hours. 
Comparisons were next made between the ratios computed 
for the salesman hours row and those ratios computed for the 
^Boles. op. clt., 931 • 
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haDiinernilll, the pelleting machine, and the soft pelleting 
machine. In each comparison It was found that salesman 
hours had the smaller ratio for all activities. It was 
possible to eliminate these three manufacturing restrictions, 
since they did not restrict production of any formula before 
the salesman hours had already restricted its production. 
Thus, the matrix was further reduced by four restrictions 
and four artificial activities. 
Computation Costs 
When all reductions In the size of the matrix had been 
made, t^iere atill existed a nro.rram which Involved ^8 re­
strictions and 107 actlvitlos. Upon consulting three sources 
for estimates of the coat of solving the matrix by an elec­
tronic computing device, $700 waa found to be the most proba­
ble cost that could be expected. This cost estimate was not 
regarded as highly accurate because the programming cost 
estinatea were based on the number of iterations needed for 
the computations. The number of iterations needed were 
not easily estimated. Due to the difficulty of estimating 
the number of Iterations required, a range of costs was given 
varying from a low of $300 to a high of |2,1^.20 with a most 
likely cost of $700 to ^ 1,000.^  ^
The next area for investigation waa to find an estimate 
^Estimates made by Iowa State College and by Remington 
Rand In vinneaTiolla, f^lnneaota. 
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of costs for the profrram solution if done with a desk cal­
culator, It was estimated that one mont^ would be required 
for one person to compute the solution to this matrix," The 
solution could have been made at a total cost of .;,'22B,36 if 
20^ of direct labor costs were allowed for overhead. This 
computation time aatimate could have beon ofr hy and the 
desk calculator still would have riven a leaa costly solution 
than would an electronic comp'Jter, 
There was some indecision on the part of t'"e author 
dosnite the apparent savings inherent in the use of tie desk 
calculator method. The tire element was the stumbling 
block. The solution computed would be more useful if it 
were available within a few days. Approxlirately ei^ht weeks 
would have been required to prepare and process the prof:rani 
on a desk calculator under ideal circumstances. 
Fortunately, no decision had to le made to determine 
whether cost or time was more important, A way was found to 
divide the larfe matrix into five smaller matrices, solve 
them separately, and combine them again to get the solution 
for the entire nrofram. These computations were completed 
by the author in two weeks; actual comnutation ti::e required 
was thirty hours. If labor were paid '1,10 per hour and 
overhead were 20'Jt of direjct labor costs, the total cost of 
the computations would have been .i 39«60. 
"'^ stirtiate made by Economics and ooclolo^ y Department 
computinp service. 
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•Deviations from the Usual Simplex Procedure 
It was found upon Inspection of the matrix, after all re­
ductions In size, that the only restriction common to all real 
activities was t ^ e aelesman hours restriction. The other re­
strictions held for only one activity or for a small rroup of 
activities. Five distinct {Toi.ps of activities could be de­
tected when the salesman hours were ignored. The first group 
were feeds whose sales were Independent of other feed sales 
except that they had to compote for the salesman hours. 
The second feed pj'oup consisted of a number of hog 
feeds which formed a complex of both complementary and 
competitive relationship amon'' themselves in addition to each 
feed havlnf: its own roaximvim and minimum. This feed ^roup 
could be manipulated separately from all other groups be­
cause t>!e only scarce resource it shared with the others was 
the salesman hours. Salesman hours could be ipnored for the 
time since a way was found to splice the five ^-Toups back 
to^-ether in the order of each feed's return per salesman 
hour spent in sellin-. the narticular feed. A sub-matrix 
was then formed containing only the activities and restric­
tions of this second rvovp.''^ A solution was derived by use 
of the ratio method of computation to determine which feeds 
were to be bought Into the sub-matrix next.^ The d ratio 
"'''See Table for the sub-matrix for group 2. 
^Candler, op, clt., p.914-0. 
uaed aaleaman hours as the variable resource. 
The third group was comDrised of feeds and P2 which 
formed a distinct /-roup because of their competitive rela­
tionship wit" one another. They lad an individual maxlinuin 
to H'eet as well as a ooirnoaite mexiinuni which restricted the 
corobined sales of the two. The sub-rratrix for t'lese two 
feeds was also solved by t>^e d ratio ret-iod,'"' ''ere too, 
the salearr-an hours were considered the variable resource. 
The fourth and fifth prouns of feeds had the same 
peneral form as tVie f'^ird (:-roup.Each of tnese latter 
two proups was sot up in a sub-matrix and solved by tne d 
ratio method us in,' salesman hours as the variable resource. 
The feed with t'le hip.hest d ratio was therefore, 
FjjO entered into the oropram first. The feed with the 
second hiphest d ratio was entered next and so on until a 
feed was encountered which was contained in one of the four 
complex sub-natrlces. vVhen such a feed was encountered, 
the entire aub-r:atrlx to which it was attached was brouplit 
under consideration. The solution of this sub-matrix was 
entered into the main matrix nrovided the d ratio for all 
"•'The d ratio la f'e revenue derived from the nroduction 
and sale of an additional unit of feed divided y the sales-
!nan '-"Ours req uired to sell a unit of this feed. 
'"•'"•''See Table 12 for the sub-matrix for proup 3* 
-.<-::-;:-gee Table 13 for the sub-matrix for <'.roup Ij. See 
Table 3 for the svb-matrix for (T?oup 
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feeds enterini the prorram froir the aub-matrlx were not 
lower than tiis lowest estimated d rotio enterln the total 
Drofram, 
As It turned out, the feed with the lowest d ratio 
(;t25.20) entering the total profrani was F2^t consequently, 
nearly all the foods which entered the sub-riatrices ororraina 
were entered in the complato matrix for they had ratios 
]arf?:er th.an ';25.20. There was one exception to this — 
fToup three at the fourth iteration showed all d r&tios 
of feeds w'ich had not entered tiie sub-matrix procram to 
be less than ,:25»20. All computations on this sub-matrix 
were stopr^ed at this point and the feeds which had entered 
the nropram then were transferred into the main iratrix. 
These feeds enterinf the main prof-ram were cut off at 
the point where salesman hours were exhausted and then the 
main profram was pieced top;other Jlpsaw fas ilon on one 
sheet of naner with the proper coefficients in each line and 
column end with the z and z minus c lines computed. This 
oieclnf topether would have been extremely difficult to do 
after the last iteration, so it was done in the next to 
last iteration before brinf;inf into t-e prorram. The 
last iteration brourht with it drastic chan£:ea in the z and 
z minus c as well as the P^^^row. These changes came about 
because all was -used up with the entrance of F2/3 into 
the program. Finally, the finished program was checked for 
nepatlve z ml ms c quantities and v/as cross-cheoked for 
computational accuracy. There were no no/ative z minus c 
quantities so the proi^-ram was assumed to jq the optimum and 
the checks were worked through thereby insuring the ac­
curacy of the flrures in the final program. 
Breaking: of a larf:e matrix into small parts is an ex­
cellent method for solvinf problems which have only one all 
encorapasainp; restriction coupled with several restrictions 
which are applicable to a relatively small number of activi­
ties. It would appear to be unwieldy when two or more 
restrictions were ap'>llcable to all roal activities; however, 
no work has been done In this field yot as far as the 
author knows. At any rate, in Instances where the manu-
facturinp- restrictions are in effect unimportant due to tne 
much more restrictive salesman ti.7ie, this irethod would 
ap ear to be a fruitful procedure since sales coirpleinentarity 
and corpetition among- products often run in clumps or clus­
ters as was the case in this study. 
Computation of Total Met Price for 1955-^6 
and for the New Prop;ram 
The total net price concept used here is somev/hat 
similar to the frosa profit in an accountant's financial 
statements. In addition to feed inf-redient costs the net 
price flfure contains costs Incurred for hags, tap:s, and 
fuel. These costs wei'-o deducted from the sellinp price of 
each feed. This marpin was totaled for all sales of every 
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feed to find total net price. 
The 195 '"56 total net nrlce v/aa computed by ualnp the 
sales pattern of 195?-5''^ conjunction with the nrlcea and 
costs exnectea for the comlnr year, 1957. The formula for 
each feed was examined and the expected price of each In-
predlent was multiplied hj t'':e quantity of the Inj^redient 
in the feed. This coat was subtracted from the expected 
nroceeda (expected feed nrice) and the difference was mul­
tiplied by t'-^e quantity of 1955-5^ sales for this particular 
formula. This fipure was computed for each formula sold in 
1955-56 and then all of them were added to ^^et the total 
net price." 
The same mark-up computations were used in the compu­
tations of the total net price for the new prot'ram aa were 
used for the 1955-5*J sales pattern. difference here was 
that the sales patbern was anecified by the answer derived 
in the nrorrammin.r solution. Tills total net price firure 
for f^o foed sales (which exceeded withdrawn sales minima) 
caire out in the FQ column across frojr. the z minus c row; 
however, the computations in tiie program were similar to 
those shown in table form In this tiiesis. 
'^See Table 10 for computations of 195:^ -5^  net price. 
See Table 11 for computations of profraramed net price. 
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Solution 
The solution of the nrogram gave the quantities of aach 
activity which must be produced to maximize profits. It 
also fave the total net price to ' e derived from the pro­
duction and sale of each activity and the opportunity cost 
of each restriction. The solution will be found tabulated 
in the Appendix. The quantities of activities produced 
under the nrogram and the total nat price received for each 
activity can be found in Table 11, The opportunity cost row 
from the finished matrix Is tabulated in Table 17 .  
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INTERPRETATION AIID R-'XO*' EIlDATIOi'jS 
The optlmtmi plan has been prepared and the solution 
presented. It must ^e roroerrbered t'nat tbia plan ia for one 
particular feed firm. Since aacb feed firm baa a different 
resource structure, adjustments augpested by the profrram can 
not be rocommended for any firm other tVian the one studied. 
The interpretations will be made by comparing' the projTanmied 
plan with 1955-56 operations and by Inspecting opportunity 
costs derived by the prorram. Recommendation will consist 
of suf'-,: estions for future research and of limitations of 
the study. 
Comparison of Past Operation to New Plan 
The changes SU( rested by the new procr&m would call for 
the sales of thirteen feeds beinj- decreased from their 1955-
56 level, twenty-eipht feeds increased and three feeds re­
mained unc'ianred,The total net nricu for the firm would 
have increasec too if those sales were qi-ite striall; however, 
the total feed sold under f'e nev/ pro( rHir; was 12,599 fifty 
Dound bags rreater than was sold in 1955-5^. The discussion 
of net price will be considered first followed by discussions 
of individual feed and groups of feed. 
'""See Table ll) for the quantities involved in the chant;e3. 
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Net profits 
The total net price derived by the prorram and the total 
net -rice computed for 1955-56 are shown in Table 10. The 
19p -56 total net price was computed usin^*; the quantity of 
sales of each feed for 1955-56 and the estln.ated net prices 
for each feed for the cominp year. These two total net price 
flfures can be compared or the fixed costs can be deducted 
from each and corparisons made of the net profits. 
If the 1955-56 fixed costs were subtracted from the 
total net nrice for the same yeor and from the programmed 
total net orice, a reasonable coTnarlaon could be made of 
the two net '.-sr-oflt flfures. The 1955-56 profit would be 
;''l5»l|l^  .7^  ^ and t'n.e prof-rammed net profit would be ; 31 »lt-li| .36. 
The nrot-rammed galea pattern shows an increase of : 15»995»62 
over the not profit nossible if the 1955-56 sales pattern 
were followed. 
The return on invested capital if the sales pattern of 
the program were used would be 12.7 per cent, and if the 
1955-56 sales pattern wei-o followed, t ie return on invested 
capital would be 6.2 ner cent. The program showed an in­
crease in return on Invested capital of per cent over 
that of 1955-56. 
Individual feeds 
The feed, ¥2$ was cut hack because it was competitive 
In sales with on a two for one ba8i3--that is, Fg decreased 
one unit for each Increase of two unlta of F]^. Since the two 
feeda had the same net price, did not enter the proprorn 
until had reached Its Individual iraxlmum. When F;]^ reached 
Ita individual, F2 entered the progrom until the F2 com-
poaite maximum restricted its production. It came in only 
because it produced more revenue per salesman hour used than 
did a number ol other feeda. 
F^ decreased because it was competitive in sales with 
on a one for one ba-jis and F^ sales resulted in a higher return 
per salesman hour. The F^ F^ composite maximvun was never 
reached, therefore y the only F^ in the program was the minia.un 
necessary to keep customer foodwill. 
Pj^ , F9, and P^ Q are the next feeds which the pirop-ram 
would have cut back. Here the bottleneck hapnena to be the 
Fjj, F^, F^, P^o* ^ 11 coirposlte maximum. These five feeds com­
pete for the composite maximum on a one, one, one, two, two 
basis respectively and , Pg, and P^Q were not a'nle to retiorn 
as hiph revenue per salesman hour as were the other two feeds. 
F^^ was brought in to the full extent of its individual maxi­
mum (15»000 baps) since it returned more revenue per salesman 
hour used than any of the other four. P^ was then brought 
in until the composite maximum was exhausted. 
Sales of four products were reduced because the return 
from the scarce resource, salesman lours, was lower per sales­
man hour spont in selling these feeda than it was for those 
feoda put into the propram. These four products were P2i^ » 
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^2^' ^ 30' ^ 31' ^33* ^28 decreased but not all th;e 
way to Its minimum since it yielded a better return per 
aalearran hour than did ^25» ^30* ^31' ^33* 
formula had the lowest return par salesman hour of any feed 
• hich entered the nrogram other than those entering because 
of coirnloTrentarity wlt"^ another feed. The salesman hour 
restriction was the factor whic-i curtailed the sales of F23. 
Before discussin,^ the rjext feed to he decreased, note 
thfr aymhols listed below to denote feeds which were nrotranin ed 
as two activities, one to account for a competitive relation­
ship and the other to account for a coaipleraentary relation­
ship. There is no longer any need for t lis soperatlon of 
a single feed; so the following substitutions will be ob­
served henceforth; 
Fi7' = fl7 + \6 
13' = fl8 + f,^ 7 
'19' = fl9+''1^ 3 
2^0' " ^20'''^ lt.9 
F 
F 21 = F^o 
22' ' ^22 •^ '^'51 
The F]^y' was decreased because management had decided 
that It should be slowly withdrawn fror- the rrarket sirxe 
P^c^' was, in their opinion, a better feed. An individual 
maximum of 1,000 fifty pound ba^-s was set for FQ_y' which, 
even thoufh it was attained in the nrogram, still left sales 
of this feod much lower than the 1955-^^ level. 
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F20' ahowed a alight decrease In sales because of com­
petition on a one for one basis wit!'; ^ 19' -^ 19 ^ 20 
composite maximum. P20' return as much per salesman 
hour as did and, for tViis reason, was at a disadvantage 
in competinp; for the comDosite maximum. The ^^9' w®® 
for unthrifty hors, consequently the maximum which could be 
sold was quite low, therefore, there was not much that In 
creased sales in this feed could do to reduce sales of F2o'» 
The increases in sales of some of t'le feeds were brought 
about duo to their advantage of hiph return per salesman hour. 
This advantage was allowed full or oartial play by the in­
dividual maxima and the composite maxima. In t'ne poultry 
feeds the advantage of hifh returns was diluted somewhat be­
cause of their comnlementarity in sales with F||2 and/or 
which showed very low returns per salesman hour.'''' In hog 
feeds, comnlementarity helped increase the advantage of high 
returns per salesman hours for Following is an explana­
tion of the increases in programmed sales over those of 
1955-56. 
F^ increased to the full extent of Its ladividual maxi­
mum di^e to its hlfh return nor salesman hour In rolation to 
the other feeds and to its more efficient use of t'^ e F2 
composite traximum. F^ sales increased because it had a high 
rate of return per salesman liour relative to both F^ and to 
"''"For coFiputations of these complementary relationships, 
see Tables 15 and I6. 
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some other feeds. 
and had the highest returns per salesman hour 
of any of the feeds Included In the Fj^, P^, ^ lo* ^ 11 
coirrposlte rnaxlmuni, entered the profram until It reached 
Its Individual maximum at which time P^ came in until all of 
the coiTinoalte maximum was exhausted. An Intereatl; g point 
involved in this situation was that the maiiagement of ti» 
feed firm considers as a "loss leader" while P^^ la con­
sidered a "hi,';'h inark-up" feed. 
Formulas Fy, Ff^, F^^* ^13* ^ 23* ^ 26* ^ 27' ^ 29* ^ 32* 
F3i^, P35, P36, F3^, F3g, P3g, Fi,o» Pi^i» and Fj^^ were 
increased because they ^ave a hiph return per salesman hour 
relative to some of the other feeds. Theabove feeds were 
competitive with other feeds only because they had to compete 
for salesman hours. If salesman hotars were not restrictive, 
then each was expanded to the limit of its Individual maxi­
mum. 
Sales of P|^2 ®nd P^^^^ were increa;jed since they were 
complementary in sales with the layinf' feed and poultry feed 
resnectively. The amount of P|^2 ^||3 which the firm had 
to sell in order to maintain customer f:oodwill varied di­
rectly with sales of the last two proups of feed. 
The sales volume of F^^^ increased because It resulted in 
a high return per salesman hour as did P^y*. ^19' a lower 
return per salesman hour than did however, the com­
posite maximum was larf-e enough to take the latter to its 
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Individual maximum and still allow an increase in the salea 
of 
The sales of incrossod bocausa it had a Iiipher 
return per salesman hour than ^20' some of the ot ;or 
feeds. ^21' sales because it had a hig her rate 
of return per salesman hour than did F22' some of the 
other feeds. 
There were three feeds which remained at the same sales 
level as that of Actually, this came about as a 
result of having: the minimum sot at the 1933-56 level of 
sales. Since the three feeds were not relatively efficient 
consumers of salesman hours, they were never carried above 
their respective minima. The feeds which remained at their 
1955-56 sales level were ^22*' 
ComT>arison3 of /^roups of feeda 
Two proupinps were made of the products produced by the 
company in an effort to see if there was some group which the 
program sun-ested incroasiiip or decrees ing. One of the 
groupings consisted of poultry feeds, hof; feeds, beef feeda, 
dairy feeds, and other feeds a id products. The other group­
ing included pre-mixea and concentrates, high molasses pro­
ducts, complete feeds, and miscellaneous products. 
In the first of the £';roupinps mentioned above it was 
found that poultry feed sales increased the equivalent of 
15*962 fifty pound bags for a 19^ rise over the 1955-56 salea 
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level. Likewise, hof^ feed sales increased 3#055 fifty pound 
bafs (3/0 increase), 1 eef feed sales decreased /,Ij60 fifty 
pound baps (33;' decrease), dairy feed sales increased 2,ll4.6 
fifty pound bags (!i2f« Increase), and r,t'ler feed and product 
sales decreased 1,10)4. f-fty pound baps (3/0 decrease). Total 
sales of feeds under the new program showed an Increase of 
12,599 fifty pound ba.^-s or a 1^.% Increase ove;- t'"® 1955-56 
feed sales. 
It is readily noticeable that the li/o Increase in total 
sales did not result from an even percentaf^e increase lii each 
of the ^Toups, Poultry feed showed tie if-reatest absolute 
increase in sales and Its Increase was exceeded percentage­
wise only dairy feeds. Hof feeds shov/ed approxiiriately 
the same Tiercenta,-e increase as did total sales; however, beef 
feeds and other feed and products sales decreased, the former 
33/0 and the latter by 3%. All the decrease in other 
sales came through the complete droppinr of one product, ^ '33* 
while much of the decrease in beef feed sales resulted from 
dlacontlnuing the sales of P^q £ind F3]^. A closer look at 
these three will be taken when we examine the second grouping 
below. 
The second prouplnf:' showed an Increase of 19,017 fifty 
pound baf^a (3^ Increase) for complete feeds which was the 
larf:est absolute Increase in quantity sold of any in the 
prouplnp. The 3% increase, however, was approximately the 
sane percentage increese as that shown by miscellaneous 
Si 
products (lOJd incroaae) and pre-mixes and concentrates (9^ 
Increaae). ?'iacellaneous products showed an Increase In 
sales of 1,110 fifty pound bafs while pro-irlxes and concen­
trates Increase fifty pound baf s. 
The f^'roup labeled hl;'h rrolasses products showed the 
moat decisive cFianf^e In sales of any cnnsidered. This 
grout* consisted of ^30* ^ 31* ^33' which 
carry such a larpe percentage of molasses that they must be 
soft pelleted. These feeda as a group had sales totaling 
11,391 fifty pound baps In 19^5-^6, but the program showed 
zero sales for this group. The reason for this was that 
they had such a low net price per salesman hour and that 
raanaf-ewent did not feel they had to set a minimum restriction 
In order to keep customer poodwlll. 
Interpretation of Opportunity Costa'®'" 
The completed nropram not only fives ua the kinds and 
quantities of feed to sell in order to maximize profits, it 
also shows us the factors which hove restricted the production 
and sales pattern. In addition, it shows the opportunity 
cost accompanyinp each restriction. Thus, if there is some 
method of removing, a restriction we have a measure of de­
sirability of removing; said reatriction when we compare the 
opportunity cost with the cost of rernovinp the restriction. 
For an enumeration of t>ie opportunity coats see Table 
17 in the Appendix. 
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Individual minima and maxima 
F02 the restriction which dealpnated the maximum 
quantity of which can be sold without a decrease In inark-
un. This Individual mexlmum restricted aaloa of F]_. This 
sales restriction, if lowered one \anlt, would brinf about a 
reduction of '.l6 in the total not price fl -ure for all sales 
of the company. This i^.lS decrease in profit cornea about 
because t)ie feed which would be sold in nlace of is ,l6 
less profitable to the company. 
is the individual maximum sales restriction for Fy. 
If more than this maximum is sold there will have to be a 
decrease in mark-up. If this sales maximum were to be de­
creased by one fifty pound baf;;, then revenue for the firm 
would po down 4.l5» since the products sold in place of a 
baf/ of would bring 1,1^ less. 
The individual maximum for Fg sales Is the restriction 
F^(^. A decrease in the restriction F^q of one unit would 
brlnp with it a .1? decrease in revenue since the sales 
which would replace the Fq sales brinr '^.l? leas than 
F^ 2 '^ '^3 maximum restriction for 6^2 
reduced by one unit, then F]^^ sales would decrease and other 
feed sales would be incressed, but income for t'© company 
would be reduced by <•.36 because the otl'ier sales would be 
less profitable. 
The maximum sales restriction for P^2 represented by 
. F^2 could be reduced but if it were, there would be an 
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accompanying reduction in income, because the feed sales re-
placlnf- one unit of F^p would brinp- : leas than would the 
fifty pound ban of Fi2* 
The individual maximum, F^j^, designates tlie quantity of 
which can be sold without a decrease in the mark-up. The 
revenue of the company would decline if this individual 
maximiun were reduced by one unit. The decline in revenue 
would result from having- replaced F^^ sales with ot-er less 
nrofitable sales. The reduction in revenue would amount to 
The individual 'maximum for is F(^j, Sales of 
reached this maximum in the profrarti and could then ro no 
hi/^her. If the maximum, been one unit smaller, 
revenue for the firm would have been C.9I4 less since the 
sales which would have replaced tVie unit of F^^ would have 
yielded , .9^4- less than a fifty pound bag of 
The individual maximvun, * restricted sales of F^^. 
Had this restriction been one unit smaller, income of the 
firm would have been ^ .69 leas since the resources of the 
firm would have been used on sales which were less profitable 
than one unit of P^y. 
The feed, F2o» individual minimum sales fi(.'-ure 
it had to meet, otherwise t^^e company would lose customer 
foodwlll. This individual minimum, P73* made it necessary 
to nroduce more Fjg than would have been needed had this 
minimum not existed. -Tad the minimum heen one unit lower 
6o 
then the revenue of t he coii pany would have been increased by 
'' ,08 since the feed aalea roplacln^^- F^o that much more 
profitable to the feed firm, 
T e Individual mlnlmuir' for F22 ^77* this mini-
iTium been lower by one unit, then sales of feeds other than 
F^p would have been raade and the feed firm's i. come would 
have Incraased by since t'oe sales of t'e other feeds 
would have been iTioro profitable than the sale of one unit of 
^22* 
The individual maximuin Pyg Indicated the largest amount 
of F23 which can be sold without decroasinf its mark-up. 
Had this maximum been reduced by one unit, the income of the 
company would have been reduced by >:1.31 since the feed 
which would be sold in place of the unit of P23 was less 
profitable, 
The individual maximum restriction for F2^ is designated 
as Reduction of one unit would result in a i ,1^ .2 
drop in cor-pany income because F2^ would give a greater re­
turn for the one unit than would sales of the feeds which 
would reolace it. 
Reduction of the individual maximum Fg^ by one unit 
would be accomisanied by a reduction in income to the company. 
This reduction in income would come about as a result of a 
decrease in sales of P2Y and an increase in sales of other 
feeds. The sales of these other feeds would lack a fraction 
of a cent being as profitable as one unit of ^27* 
6l 
The Individual maximum for Fgg was ^35* Reduction of 
^55 unit would be accompanied b, a reduction in in­
come for the corpany. The reduction in inconie would amount 
to "'.IB and would come about because the sales of one unit 
of is more nrofitable than the sales of other feeds 
which would replace It. 
The individual maximum Fo^cj restricts the quantity of 
sales of F-j2» this maximum been one unit smaller, profits 
of the comnany would have been .l)) smaller. This reduction 
in income would have occufred because the feed sales which 
replaced F32 would have yielded s.1^ less than one unit of 
F32. 
The individual maxima Fgg through F^,^ restrict the quan­
tity of feed sales for F^^ through F|^]^, and Fj^^ respec­
tively, If each one of these individual maxima were reduced 
by one unit and one at a ti-.e In order of their number there 
would be a reduction in the incoit)e of the company of ^1,10, 
^'.57, ^ n.07, O.OO, i?5.01, |1.5l> ^5.23 or u.ll. 
Composite maxima 
In adc'ltlon to the individual maxima, there were some 
formulae which were competitive in sales with others. To 
simulate this conTDetition in the prorram, composite maxima 
were set up which restricted the sales of the total of the 
feeds which were competitive. 
One such uiaximum was the composite maximum for and 
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Fg. This maximum, restricted salea of P'2 since F]^ 
was restricted by Its individual maximum. Had the P]^qi maxi­
mum been reduced by one unit then aalea of F2 v/ould have been 
reduced by one fifty pound bac and Income for the company 
would be lowered by since the feed salea which would 
replace F^ would yield a lower revenue. 
Another composite maximum was the Fc^ corrnosite maxi-
mian, This maximum restricts the combined sales of 
and F^ to 17,i!06 fifty nound baps. If this combined maximvmi 
were decreased by one unit, there world be a decrease of one 
ha.fr of F^ salea since this feed was the mora profitable of 
the two. This decreased maximum would be accompanied by a 
decline in profits of t)ie firm of ,2l\. since tiie feed sales 
replacing one bap of salea would yield that much less 
revenue. 
The third composite maximum was the Fj^ F^ F^ F^^Q F^ ,]^  
composite maximum, P^oo* restricted the combined salea 
of these feeds to l6i|.,000 fifty pound bags. If this com­
bined maximum were decreased by one unit, tiiere would be a 
decrease oi" one fifty pound bap of F^ since this was the 
second feed bout ht in and the restriction, F^ QQ, kept P,^  'rorr. 
attaining its individual maximum. Accompanying fr ls decrease 
in sales of F^^ there would be a decrease of ,li{- in firm 
profits for the feed sales which would replace Fj^ would re­
sult in less revenue. 
The F^y F]^g composite maximum, restricted the 
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combined sales of tbeae two feeds to 21 fifty pound bars. 
Any one unit decrease In this corposlte maximum would result 
In a decrease in salsa of one fifty oound bap. This sack 
of would be replaced in the pro^-rarn by sales of other 
feeds; bowever*, profits would decline by because the new 
feeds would be less orofitable tlian 
The restriction P20 composite maximum, Fio6» restrains 
the c -irbined sales of and F20 l|.6,l35 fifty pound ba^ i;3. 
If this restriction were diminished by one unit there v/ould 
be a sales reduction of one ba - of F^;:) since FQ^^ was produced 
only at its minimum and could not be reduced, Tliere would 
also be a decrease in profits because the feed sales replacing 
F19 would not be as profitable to the cottipany. This decrease 
In profits would amount to C,32, 
The next composite maximum, ® ^21 ^ 22 co*"" 
posite maximum. It restricted the combined sales of these 
two feeds to 27,700 fifty pound bap:s, A one unit decrease 
in this maximum would decrease sales of ¥21 since sales of 
P22 are at t'^elr Individual minimum and cannot be reduced 
further. Due to replacement of with less profitable sales 
of other feeds, there would be a :r,23 decrease in profit for 
the firm. 
Artificial maxima and salesman hours 
In addition to individual and corposlte maxima there was 
another type restriction, artificial maxima. These artifi-
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clal maxima were Instituted to take account of the cornple-
mentarlty between pip DTe-atarter and other hop feeds, 
throup-h ^22* artificial maxima were orfanized in 
three seta: for the artificial maximum, ^ 103 
for the Px9 Fgo artificial maximum, aad F10I4. ^21 ^ 22 
artificial maximum, A decrease of one unit of Fxo2 
have been accompanied by the decrease of .02 in firm profits. 
A decrease of one unit of F^^Q^ WOUT. have resulted in a de­
crease of y.Ol)., or a decrease of one unit of F;J^Q[^ would be 
followed by a ,03 decrease in profits. These chani'-es in 
profits are the value of the complementarity and can be 
ascertained by finding the value of salesman hours saved 
because of the complementarity. 
Salesman hours, Fm» was the one restriction which 
applied to all feeds. If this restriction were to be re­
duced by one unit (one salesman hour) there would be an 
accomnanyinp decrease in firm nroflta of ;i;25,20 since the 
sales would be curtailed so that the flrni's mark-up would be 
realized on smaller volume. The salesman hours referred to 
above are the salesman hours spent in customer contact. 
Individual minima withdrawn before prorranunlnft 
Some of the individual sales miaima were not used as 
restrictions in the profTrammln,^ computations. Instead the 
resources necessary to produce and sell the minimum quanti­
ties were subtracted from, the available resources. The re-
malninp- resources were those entered in the profrramming com­
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putations. 
To deterTnins the opportunity coat of the withdrawn mini­
ma it was necessary to first find the feeds for which no 
quantities above the minima were sold. The marginal revenue 
row in the completed prorrern for these feeds displayed the 
revenue the firm would f-ain if It were able to oroduce one 
leas unit of the foad and ronlace It with another feed. This 
flrure also represented the coat of the lost i;nlt of the 
minimum restriction. A decrease in sales of would bring 
an increase In revenue of ',10 since could be sold to 
greater advantage. 
The production of the last unit of Pj^ necessary to ful­
fill the minimiam resulted In a profit which was onl^ " a 
fraction of a cent (1,002) leas than it y/ould have been had 
the minimum actually been one unit lower. This was the re­
sult of (which was broufht into the pro/^ram) being only 
slifhtly more profitable than F]:^. Fg and F^Q held the same 
relationship to F^; however, the fulfillment of the last 
unit of the Fg minimum resulted In a profit which was ,69 
smaller and the F^q rolnimum resulted in a nroflt which waa 
f, ,00P3» smaller than would have been the case If their re-
soectlve minima had been one unit lower. 
The F]^j^ or Fi^ minima if reduced by one unit, would have 
resulted in an increased profit of ,lli. or ,22, respectively. 
The increase would have come about because salesman hours 
could be utilized more advantaf-eously hj other feeds. 
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Tha nroductlon or the last unit of P20 necessary to 
fulfill the FgQ minimura resulted in a profit w ich was .01 
below what it would have been had been allowed to be 
sold In place of this last unit of P2Q sales. ¥^2 iisld the 
same sort of relationship with F21 profits would have 
been incroased by i-, .02 had the last unit of F22 ^ esn re­
placeable with Fpi* 
The last unit produced of ¥21^ could have been replaced 
with sales of other feeds with a resulting I.I9 increase in 
profits. If one unit of P2^ had been produced there would 
have been a decrease in orofita o" Ry the same token 
an i?icrease of one unit in sales of eltnar F^g, or F^^ 
would have resulted in ,0^ , f .07# or : .21}. decrease in 
nrofits, respectively. 
Sucrestions for Future Research 
A number of questions arose in the process of com­
pleting this analysis. There appeared to be a number of 
avenues which needed the revealing lit*ht further research 
could shed, A few of these avenues are mentioned as a 
challenge to some enterprising soul posdesslng a alow car 
and an extremely efficient set of head lights. 
Estimation of infredient prices for a particular loca­
tion for a year, a quarter, or even a month ahead is diffi­
cult and risky. The establishment of a simple method which 
could be used by manafors of feed firms in planning and 
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timing purchases would be helpful. At present, some firms 
operate on the assumption that ingredient prices will be the 
sarce as at present. The same question could be investigated 
from the standpoint of estimating feed prices or margins on 
feed. 
Further investigation is needed to better ascertain the 
amount of salesman time necessary to sell a given quantity 
of feed. Is the method used in this study the moat accurate 
tool for this purpose or can a more exact tirre measurement be 
made? A more sensitive method mi'ht estimate the change in 
sales time needed as the quantity of sales of a formula in­
creased. 
The firm used in this study had several feeds they 
thought were competitive In sales and a number of other 
products which had complementary relationships in sales. 
Was their Judgment correct as to those relationships and more 
importantly, were their estimates of coefficients regarding 
the magnitude of these relationships accurate. A study in-
vestigatijg the direction and magnitude of these relationships 
would be interesting. 
The next query Is highly subjectlvej however, it Is an 
important question to the trade in this day of rapidly/- chang­
ing feed formulae. To what extent is customer goodwill affect­
ed when the feed firm removes a product from the market? If 
only a few sales are lost, then dropping some formulas might 
be profitable; IT otherwise, it could be disastrous. 
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Another profram could be made for the present firm in 
which the aaleaman hours restriction was relaxed. T'anagement 
couif^ also use results from prograiraning carried on with in­
creased marplna on some of the formulae. 
An interesting point came to the author in the proceaa 
of f-atherinr material for this study. It involved the 
process of "killin^^" (fiiadually but deliberately dropping) 
feeds. There were different mothods employed on different 
feeda"one method involved stoppinr any advertising on the 
particular formula, another involved relaxing of all sales 
efl'ort, a third one was to "push" another feed which was com­
petitive in sales with the feed beinp "killed", and a fourth 
and more determined method was an increase in the mark-up of 
the outgoing formula. This last method has the effect of 
moving up along the demand curve for the feed. How does this 
demand curve change ove • time after such an Increase in 
mark-up? foes the demnd for this feed become more elastic 
over-time as wore and more peonle realise this feed is 
priced high? The feed manufacturer could well use the 
answer to this problem in any effort to maximize his profits. 
A large part of the total cost of feeds is the cost of 
ingredients. For this reason there exists a need for a 
programming study to establish a procedure designed to in­
crease storage efficiency. Increased storage efficiency 
would make possible better utilization of quantity purchase 
discounts. There exists all the facta of a programming 
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problem In that there are several sources of material; rail, 
truck and parcel poatj several storage rooms and at least 
two destinations coupled with an ever changing disappearance 
pattern for the various Inpredients. 
Another Interestlnf study which could be made using 
known techniques is to find the least cost feed taking Into 
consideration not only the nutritive requirements and 
palatablllty but also the criterion used by the former in 
selectinp a feed (for instance, hop feed must have an oder 
and be a fresh-looklnp yellow)—you sell the feed to the 
farmer then to the hor; not to or for the hop; alone.^ 
Other stiidies might revolve around the cost of bulk 
' versus bapred feeds, cost of custom mixing versus fixed 
formulas, or the cost of selling financing with the feed 
versus selling for cash or on 30-dEy open account. 
One last supgestion for study Is tlie idea that linear 
programming might be used to inake possible maximum utiliza­
tion of storage space throufh time, thereby enabling the 
company to get more quantity discounts on large purchases. 
On the typical warehousing program there is a dispersion of 
products over space which must, after a storage period In 
limited warehousing, be delivered to a more or less dispersed 
area all at the least transportation coat. For the feed firm 
there is a dispersion of ingredients over time which must be 
l.Vaugh. op. cit. 
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stored in warehousing for a limited time and then be withdrawn 
to be delivered to the mixer but dispersed over time. A pro-
frrammlng study could be made to yield an answer which would 
Indicate f^e proper time to purchase the firm's Ingredients 
in order to minimize Infredlent costs. 
Limitations of the Study 
The main lliritatlons have been Indirectly cited in the 
previous section undor sup^eations for future research. The 
accuracy of the coefflcionts themselves is probably the 
bl/jfteat question mar;:, since it Is quite difficult to deter­
mine the exact measure of coirpetltive or complementary rela­
tions in sales. The salesman hour coefficient la further 
complicated by havinf been derived from management's estimate 
of sales difficulty. This estimate of sales difficulty was 
assumed to have a linear relationship (within the ranre con­
sidered) with salesman hours needed to make a sale. If this 
linear relationship does not exist the conclusions from this 
study may be invalid. Another lin'itation la the possible 
errors in estimates of pricoa of feeds and ingredients. 
The linear programming method used in this study is 
quite complete in itself. The only real criticism the author 
has after v/orklnp with it for the first tlrre is that the 
answer derived with its use is still quite sketchy even if 
all coefficients, restrictions, and activities were correct. 
The results it pives leaves unanswered several questions. 
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For Instance, one can only speculate on what would happen to 
profits and sales if one oi t' e feeds had its margin increased. 
Second, how would increased sales pressure in one sales 
territory affect the sales pattern prescribed by the program? 
Next, what would a sizeable chan^;'e in the price of a major 
ingredient do in chanping the most profitable combination of 
sales? iVhile it is true that these questions could be 
answered by further prof^ramming, there is still the possi­
bility that additional proframminp' will be too expensive for 
the firm to afford. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study refers to an indopsndontly owned feed firm 
with a alnfle nlant located In central Iowa. An optimum 
plan has been determined for the firm In an effort to pro­
vide for iranaperrent'a need for an accijrate and systematic 
aid to solution of operational firm oroblerpa. Two important 
questions arise in determining the 0T)tliDUin plan. One is 
the question of the computetional cost of obtaining this 
optimimi plan. The second la tl^e question of whether a 
satisfactory pro,cT?am can be developed which will provide a 
realistic and helpful solution when the needed coefficients 
and other infoririation cannot be detorroined with precision. 
The specific objectives of this study were; (1) to deter­
mine what feed formulas should be produced and sold; and (2) 
to determine the moat profitable volume for each of these for­
mulas. Two sub-obJectlves were: (1) to find out If workable 
and realistic data for solution of the nrorram could be pre­
pared frorr iaformation normally available to management, and 
(2) to obtain t! e solution of the nro^Tam et the lowest prac­
tical cost in order to estitrate the economic feasibility of 
the actual use of such a program. 
Linear propramminc has been used as a tool for analysing 
the Doaaibility of increasing profits by increasing the sales 
of some feeds while decreasing the sales of other feeds. The 
desk calculator was used in maklnf; the computations after an 
estlrv.ate was obtained to determine the possible cost of get-
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tinp the computations done on an electronic computlnp, device. 
The firm selected for the study la a typical feed 
comnany. It owned no retail outlets and had only one plant 
which nroduced and sold 1|2 mlxad feeds and merchandised 
three inpredlenta, Inrredlents wero purchased from suppliers 
in several states but sales were made almost entirely in 
Iowa where the comnany merchandised to hatcheries and ele­
vator and farm supply businesses, 
Tha principle followed in determination of coefficients, 
restrictions, and prices for t",e pro^'ram was that no informa­
tion would be used which was not reodily available to manage­
ment. It was felt that if programming was to be a workable 
tool of feed firms It would ordinarily have to be based on 
about the same quality of information now used. For this 
reason the data used in the pro/':ram were. In part, subjective 
Judgments of management. 
The simplex method was used in the solution of the 
propram. The matrix w';ich encompassed the total pro/^ram 
was divided into five smaller sub-matrices. These sub-
matrices werr» solved and returned to the main matrix. The 
criterion for determining, which activities entered the 
profram of the main natrlx was the revenue per salesman 
hour for each activity. If the activity brought a high net 
profit per salesman hour used it would ^o in first; if it had 
a very low net profit per salesman hour used it might not 
enter the program of trie main matrix. The problem was solved 
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with tha aid of a dask calculator because this means of 
solution was cheaper than solutions using electronic com-
putinp devices. 
The optimum plan derived is a plan for one particular 
feed firm. Since each feed firm has a different resource 
structure, adjustments su'feated by t^^ia nropram cannot be 
recommended for any firm other than t^e one studied. 
Comparison of 1955-56 oper-atlons with those called for 
by the optimum plan show several interestin^y changes. Net 
profit for the prof-ram was ^1 and for 1955-56 it was 
:ii'l5f^41^•7i|-, Thus, it was found that the program plan pro­
vided 1i5»995«62 more not profit than 1955-56 sales. The 
propram also increased the quantity of total feed sales by 
12,599 fifty pound baf.a. 
The Increase in the quantity of feed sales shown by 
the new propram was a result of both increases and decreases 
in sales of individual feeds. The new program called for 
increases in sales for twenty-eipht feeds, decreases in sales 
for thirteen feeds, and sales unchanged for three feeds. 
Two {Toupings were made of the products produced by 
the com'oany In an effort to see if there was som^e ^-roup which 
the propram had increased or decreased. One of these classi­
fications consisted of poultry feeds, hop feeds, beef feeds, 
dairy feeds, and other feeds and products. The other group-
inp included pre-mixes and concentrates, high molasses 
products, complete feeds, and miscellaneous products. 
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In the flrat of the proupinps mentioned above it was 
found that programmed poultry feed aalea increased 19 per 
cent over the 19^ >-56 sales level. feed aalea increased 
three per cent; beef feed aalea decreased 33 psr cent, dairy 
feed sales increased lj.2 per cent, and other feed and product 
sales decreased eipht per cent. 
The aecond grouping showed an ei^^ht per cent increase 
in complete feeds, miacellaneous products a ten per cent 
increase, and pre-mixea and concentrates a nine per cent in­
crease in sales over the 1955-56 aalea, High molasses 
products showed the moat decisive chan^^e in sales. This 
proup showed 100 per cent decrease in sales from the 1955-56 
sales level. 
The restriction which curtailed expansion of profits 
m.o3t drastically was salesman hours. The firm operating 
under the nro^Tam could have ma^de ^25.20 more net profit if 
there had been another hour of salea contact at no additional 
cost. If they could have bou^^ht this additional hour for 
1^20.20 they could have added ^5<00 to net profits. 
The foregoing dlacussion has shown that the linear 
profTammlng method can be adapted to feed firm problems in­
volving scarce resources and marketing complications such 
as li^'lted markets and competitive or complementary rela­
tionships amonp feeds sold. The program also has shown that 
there Is a combination of sales of the various products 
which will provide the firm with greater profits. 
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The coefficients and restrictions provided by manage­
ment are not precise, therefore the solution to t'le prot-ram 
cannot be used as a formula to hipher oroflts. The author 
feels, however, that rranaf^ement can use this analysis with 
a fair defTee of confidence provided common sense is used 
in Interpreting the resiilta. 
The cost of computation usinp the short cut solution aa 
employed in this dissertation would not be too expensive 
especially after a person p-alned facility in the use of the 
method. It would apoear, hov/ever, that the higher costs 
of electronic comnuters mipht not be justified for small 
feed firms. Large companies Tnif;ht benefit enough from the 
prop;ram that they could pay the hipher price on problems 
which could not be solved by the short-cut method. 
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APPENDIX 
Table 1, ComDutatlons of net -^rice for . 
Ciuantity (lbs.) 
in ton of feed 
Price of 
in red. 
per lb. 
Ingredient 
cost per 
ton of feed 
Sales price (per ton) 
Less; Costs 
Inf-redient costs 
Corn 351.06 
Bran 1^9»13 
Shorts 189-IS 
Alfalfa (17?:^) 914-.5b 
Soybean cieal 1^2?.53 
Cluten meal 94•5© 
Fish meal 37«33 
Dried milk 23,37 
Calcium 1|7*23 
Deflourineted Phosphate 23,6k 
Salt 9.^0 
Trace mineral 1.39 
Poultry mix 7.5o 
Bags 1|0 
TafS 1^0 
Total inf-redient costs 
Fuel coat for manufacturing only 
Total ingredient and fuel cost 
Net price (per ton) 
,02236 
.022 
.0218 
.031 
.0255 
.038 
.10 
.115 
.oosif 
.03Q 
,Oll| 
.065 
.033[j5/bag 
.006/baF 
V39.00 
i}-.l61 
i4.123 
2.531 
10.951 
3.593 
3.733 
3.263 
.2553 
.9220 
.132 
.123 
3.1^02 
3.3^8 
360.5723 
.1223 
v6o.695l 60.70 
28,30 
31 
Table 2. Computations for composite 50# baps maxima sales 
restrictions. 
Formula ?<"aximum Actual Differ- Amount added Composite 
sales sales e ice to sales of rriaximum 
wh ich of the between 1955-56 to al- used in 
can be fiscal f^iaximum low for expan- matrix 
made at year and sion of these (sales of 
existinp 1955-56 actual groups in rela-1955-56 
Fiarpins tion to all plus 
feed sales. amount 
Add 1000 baf'S added 
or 10% of dif­
ference, w'rsich-
ever is largest 
Total 
F'. 
P 
Total 
F 
P, 
F9 
1^1 
Total 
22,7 
Ft "7 1 »000 
Fig 27tOOO 
Total 23,000 
25,000^  
_3!thk 
337714 31,502 2,212 
k»Soo 
11,906^  
i6,l|.o6 2,591+ 
19,000 
I|9,966 
3,299 
63,Ij3oa 
Uj^  
159,653 Mi,3l|.7 
5,622 
21,00; 
26,62^ 
6,000 
13,000 
19,000 
2l{.,000 
60,000 
10,000 
30,000® 
30,000a 
201+, 000 
1,000 
1,000 
32,502 
17,1+06 
1,371-1 
Total 
19 
20 
20,000 
32,000 
52,000 6,315 
F21 26,500 
F22 6,000 
Total " 32,500 
16,7211. 
23 ,[1^61 
23,175 
26,700 5,300 
ii-,i+35 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
l6i^ .,000 
27,626 
1^6,185 
27,700 
®3f!los estiirated froir first months of 1956-5? since F^ 
I3 a new feed, 
^Concentrates which are given double weit:ht because one 
pound of concentrate will feed the same number of po as 
two pounds of full feed. 
Table 3- Beginning sut-matrix for activities ?6. Fg, Piq* ^11-
Activities Fo F55 ^3^ F60 ^61 6^2 0^0 Fill "^4 6^ ^9 1^0 1^1 
KestrictionE 
5^5 14,000 1 
1 
5^7 I0,03if 1 1 
6^0 2,500 1 1 
"^61 10,000 1 1 
6^2 9,000 1 
1^00 24.53^  1 1 1 1 2 2 
1^11 0 1 .0258 .0154 .0229 .0174 .0188 
z-c 0 -.79 -.53 -.65 -.72 -1.12 
d 0 30.62 34.42 20.38 41.38 39.57 
3^ 
Table U Beginning Sub-Matrix for Activities and - F^^ 
Activities Fq F-g Fg^ F-.Q Fyi F^g ^^3 F^i^ F.^^ F-.. 
Restrictions 
F^rj 8,000 1 
6^8 1,000 1 
6^9 15,000 -1 
F70 27,000 1 
^71 5,000 -1 
7^2 • 20,000 1 
F^  ^ 2V.000 -1 
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^71+ 32,000 1 
Frj^ 22,000 -1 
F^ g 26,500 1 
^77 3,525 -1 
Fjq 6,000 
F 102 0 
1^03 0 
l^OU 0 
F105 27,626 
1^06 1+6,185 
1^07 27,700 
Fm 3071-50^ 5 

s - 5^1 
3 F.,.,- F.^ .g F3_o2 I'igj ''lO^  1^06 \^o'( 1^11 
-1 
1 

Table '4, (Continued), 
''la 1^7 %8 n? '•go *'21 '•gg 
Bestrlctlons 
6^7 1 
6^8 1 
^69 1 
^70 1 
V ^ 
'72 ^ 
P,3 1 
^7^^^ 1 
F 1 75 
1^6 1 
^78 ^ 
?102 - .2 1 1 
F103 -
P^ Oif * #0^  1 1 
1^05 1 1 
1^06  ^  ^
•^107  ^  ^
Fm .022U .0202 .0163 .0231+ .0191 .0191 .011 
z-c -1.50 -1.72 -.93 -1.07 -.75 -.7^ -.70 

2^0 2^1 2^2 7^ 1^+8 'l<.9 '50 5^1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3U .0191 
-.75 
1 1 
.0191 .0197 .022l^  
.7U -,70 -1.72 
.0172 .0299 .0202 
.93 -1.07 -.75 
1 1 
.0202 .0202 
-.7^  -.70 

Table Sales dlf'ictilty Index " 100) 
Formula "ejaaureirent of Measurement of ''easureiT;ei:tt of 
difficulty of difficulty of difficulty of 
sales at nreaont sales from n:ln- sales from wliat 
imum to what la is presently sold 
sold at present to the maximum 
^1 105 105 105 
^2 105 105 105 
^3 110 110 110 
170 170 170 
125 125 125 
100 100 100 
^7 120 120 120 
120 120 120 
"9 150 150 150 
FlO 110 110 110 
^11 120 120 120 
^12 120 120 120 
^13 160 160 160 
250 250 250 
Fi^ 250 250 250 
Fl6 150 150 150 
1^7 ll^ -O ll^ -O lll-O 
FIB 110 110 110 
"19 195 195 195 
2^0 130 130 130 
2^1 130 130 130 
2^2 133 133 133 
% 
Table 5. (Continued), 
Formula Woaaurement of "'0a S i.'renont of '"e a sure ment of 
dlfflci-^lty of difficulty of difficulty of 
galea at nreaent sales fror" m.ln- sales from what 
ipiurr to what Is Is presently sold 
sold at present to the iraxlmum 
F23 200 200 200 
2^1, 300 300 300 
2^5 500 500 500 
"^26 200 200 200 
P27 175 175 175 
2^8 170 170 170 
F29 ll+O lI^ O li^ O 
3^0 125 125 125 
3^1 135 135 135 
F32 150 150 150 
F33  120 120 120 
^31) .  120 120 120 
F3^ 125 125 125 
^36  
li+0 ll)0 l l l -O 
F37  200 200 200 
F3<^ 200 200 200 
P39  
200 200 200 
1^|0 200 200 200 
Pl^ i 175 175 175 
Pl|2 90 90 90 
^k3 ; 0  90 90 
115 115 115 
37  
Table (Continued)* 
Formula Measurement of "v^eas urement of '•'0 a a urement of 
dlfl'lculty of difficulty of difficulty of 
sales at present sales from min­ sales from what 
imum to what is is presently sold 
sold at present to the maximum 
115 115 115 
F||6 150 150 150 
115 115 11^ 
aoo 200 200 
^).I9 13^ 135 135 
^50 13^ 135 13^ 
P51 135 135 135 
33 
Table 6. nalBsrran hours needed for sale of one feed unit. 
(unit la bap unless noted differently) 
Formula Salesman hours Formula Salesman hours 
Fl .01^8 F27 .0261 
.01^8 
-'28 .025k 
.0169 F29 .0209 
. 0253 P30 .0137 
.0191 *•31 .0202 
.Ol^lj. P32 .0221). 
^7 .OlSij. P33 .0179 
•oieii. ^31^ (2^ bag) .0179 
"9 .0229 P35 
.0187 
^10 .017I4- ^'36 .0209 
^11 .0188 P37 (IC^ bag) .0299 
^1? *0180 ^^38 (10# bag) .0299 
^13 .02l|.3 P39 (10# baf) .0299 
.O37I1 (2l^# cases) .0299 
.037i^ ,0261 
^^16 .O22I1 n,2 .OI3I4-
^17 .0202 ^^l|3 .OI3I1-
^18 .0163 ^hh- .0173 
^19 .0281|. ^k5 .0172 
J .0191 %b .022if 
^21 .0191 . 0172 
.0197 \S .0299 
.0299 
'\9 .0202 
.0lji}.8 .0202 
^25 .07l|-6 ^51 .0202 
^26 .0299 
•'9 
Table 7. '"achine hours needad for production of one feed unit. 
( 'nit is bag unlea3 noted otherwise) 
Formula f-'ixer Hard pelleting Soft pelleting 
machine machine 
1^1 .OOli^. ,00$ 
^2 .OOli}- .005 
^3 .0011; .005 
.0014 .005 
.0011^. .005 
^6 .OOll}. .005 
^7 .OOlli .005 
.OOII4. .005 
.00ll| .005 
f'lO .00ll[ .005 
Fii .0021 
^12 .OOlij. .005 
^13 .OOlii ,00$ 
.00ll|. ,00$ 
^15 • OOlit ,00$ 
^16 .0031 
Fi? .0014 .0036 
Pl3 .OOllj. .0036 
F19 .001J+ .0033 
^20 .0011^. .0033 
^21 .OOlli. .0033 
^22 .001I4. .001^2 
^23 .OOlii, .0036 
.OOlli .0036 
F25 .001k 
^^26 .OOlij .005 
90 
Table 7. (Continued). 
('•nit la 50# unless noted otherwise) 
Formula f-lxer nerd pelleting Soft pelleting 
machine machine 
P27 • OOllj. .005 
Fgq .OOlli .005 
F 
20 
. OOlli, .005 
^30 
.001)). .0071 
^31 
,001k .0071 
F32 .OOllv .005 
^33 
. OC It .0071 
^"3h ,0007 (25i5^ baf) .001^2 (25# bag) 
,00 111 .0036 
^^36 .0031 
P37 
.0003 (10# bag) 
^33 
.0003 (10# bag) 
P39 .0003 (10# bag) 
.0021 (2M can) 
n,3 
^14i 
.OOlli .0036 
.OOlii .0033 
Pi, 6 .OOli^ .0036 
^i|7 .OOlii .0036 
.0011]. .0033 
^1x9 
.OOlli. .0033 
,0014 .001^.2 
"SI .OQlk .OOI1.2 
Table . Haminerinill Input-outnut coefficient computation. 
(Six ton per hour for both corn and oats (.000033 hours per ' lb. ; 
ormula Lbs.of oats 
corn in 
ton of 
No. of 50# 
sacks in ton 
Lba.of oats 
corn in SO# 
sack of Fj. 
Haminerinill hours 
per lb. of grain 
-amrnermill time 
per 50# sack of 
feed for each \ 
351.06 liO 21.28 .000033 .001766 
f'2 350.26 1;0 21.26 .000033 .001765 
^3 363.22 l|0 21.53 .000033 .001791 
671.li^ I40 16.73 .000033 .001393 
5^ 3.66 1^ 0 111-. 59 .000033 .001211 
363.22 1|0 21.58 .000033 .001791 
1023.76 1{.0 25.72 .000083 .002135 
1020.i|l ho 25.51 .000033 .002117 
^9 
2'^ '?.60 1^ 0 7.22 .000083 .000599 
331.13 ko 3.23 .000083 .000687 
FI2 666.51 ko 16.66 .000033 .001333 
1013.52 ko 25.i^ 6 .000033 .002113 \ 
-
=
)• 1 
H
 551.98 i,0 13.30 
.000083 .00111^ .5 
Table 1, (Continued) 
(Six ton pe r hour for both corn and oats (.000033 hours per lb.) 
Pomiula Lb3.of oats 
corn in 
ton of 
Ho. of BO# 
sacks in ton 
Lbs.of oats 
corn in 
50# sack of 
Hacimermill hours 
per lb. of grain 
Haramermill time 
par ^ 0# sack of 
feed for each 
1^5 713.95 
1^ 0 17.35 .000033 .0011^ 32 
^^ 16 1+65.77 ko 11.6I| .000033 .000966 
1^7 9kl-9$ ko 23.55 .000033 .001955 
Pl3 1115.63 ko 27.39 .000033 .002315 
F23 1270. li| ho 31.75 .000083 .00ll|28 
•'at 688.I4.7 ho 17.21 .000033 .000369 
"25 17^ .03 ho h*h^ 
.000033 .0011^ 67 
"26 707.03 ho 17.63 .000033 .00096i|. 
*"32 hCh < pf; ^0 11.61 .000083 .000305 or .ooolj. per 25# bag 
"34 333.16 l|.0 9.70 .000083 .001309 
372.10 ho 21.30 .000033 .00114.66 
"kh 
706.21 ho 17.66 .000083 
}3 
Table 9* Computations to chanpe restrictions necessitated 
by withdrawal of the sales minima from the matrix. 
Restrictions '/axlraa Vi'lthdrawn minima Remalnlnp maxima 
25,000 22,733 2,212 
Fr;3 1;,257 2,000 2,257 
6,000 )|,500 1,500 
2[|_,000 10,000 li|-,000 
5^6 13,000 11,906 l,09l| 
F^7 60,000 11.9,966 10,03)4. 
F53 5,000 2,300 2,200 
F59 1,500 1,200 300 
6^0 10,000 7,500 2,500 
^^ 61 L|.o,ooo 30,000 10,000 
15,000 6,000 9,000 
^63 100 20 80 
1,000 Uoo 600 
6^5 150 60 90 
6^6 300 160 lil.0 
^67 10,000 2,000 3,000 
79 
700 300 il.00 
^30 6,500 100 6,i|00 
^32 1,300 900 1400 
F 33 6,000 3,000 3,000 
3,500 i].,000 l^-,500 
"35 10,000 5,000 5,000 
500 1+11 09 
oil / """t 
Table 9. (Continued). 
Restrictions ''axitna .vithdrawn minima Remainin^T maxima 
'^00 
53)^  533 1 
•^91 hso 330 120 
9^2 
9^6 
5,000 1,000 il.,000 
6 2 
F9C) lU 1^ .0 1 
9^9 553 552 1 
^00 l6l4.,000 139,1466 2i4,534 
^101 32,502 26,733 5,7lif 
'^"102 0 - 1^.00 ij.00 
^103 0 - 160 160 
l^oij. 0 - 30 80 
^110 l7,l^ .06 l6,l|.o6 1,000 
^111 6,125 3,01^ 5.5613 3,079.1^ 337 
Table 10, Total net price for l}!:o-56 salea^ and I'or the new 
Drof-ram sales. 
Formula Total sales Net price eatl- Total not iat price 
195^-^6 mated for each nrlce if firm of the 
feed for the iiad same sales new pro-
comLnp, year pattern as in 
1955-56 
. ram (from 
table 11) 
22,733 . 7 1  l6,lY9.ij.3 17,750.00 
^2 h»3^7 . 7 1  3,093.l<.7 2,663.21 
^3 6,527 .56 3,655.12 2,520.00 
19,000 
. 7 9  15,010.00 7,900.00 
F5 . 7 2  9,292.32 
lj_9,966 . 5 3  26,h31.93 29,9i|5.00 
7 3,001^ . 
.61 1,332.111! 3,050.00 
Fq 1,200 .63 756.00 9 l j 5.oo 
^ 9  
3,299 .65 5 , 3 9 l s . 3 5  1), 3 75.00 
^10 3 ^ , 2 1 5  .72 2)i,63li-.30 21,600.00 
^11 6,979 1.12 7,Sl6.!|3 16,800.00 
1^ 12 20 .61+ 12.30 6i+.oo 
1^3 k9S 1.1+7 
732.06 l , i|70.00 
60 .30 1+8.00 i+3.00 
1^5 160 .72 115.20 l i 5 . 2 0  
^16 3,600 1.50 5,1+00.00 15,000,00 
Fij 5,622 1.72 9,669.31+ 1,720.00 
^13 21,00)4. .93 19,533.72 2 l+,762,l8 
"19 16,721+ 1.07 1 7 , 3 9 1 + .  68 20,527.95 
2^0 23,i|.6l .75 21, 3 ^ 5 . 7 5  20,250.00 
2^1 23,175 .71+ 17,11+9.50 1 7 , 3 3 9 . 5 0  
P22 3,525 .70 2,1467.50 2,11.67.50 
^Adjusted to reflect the not ^rice estimated for each 
feed for the coinlnp year. 
/ 
Table 10. (Continued). 
Formula Total sales Net price estl- Total net Wet price 
1955-^^ metecl for ench price If firm of the 
feed for the had aanie sales nev/ pro-
comlnp year pattern as In rvarr^ (from 
1955.56 table 11) 
^23 6^3 2.06 1,159.7^^ 1,41,2.00 
^24 6,267 •94 5,390.93 94*00 
F25 316 .35 110.60 
^26 1,106 1.17 1,294.02 1,521.00 
F27 4,043 .66 2,671.63 3,960.00 
2^8 7,331 .64 5,011.34 3,267.20 
^29 6,032 .71 4,313.22 7,100.00 
^30 3,267 .42 1,372.14 
^31 5,3^5 .44 2,369.40 
F32 411 .70 237.70 350.00 
F33 2,423 .21 503.33 
F3I1 533 1.55 326.15 327.70 
^^ 35 330 1.04 343.20 463.00 
^36 '-1,533 .57 2,533.31 2,350.00 
F37 20 1.32 36.)f0 72.30 
^3B ))0 3.75 150.00 375.00 
^39 5 3.29 16.45 32.90 
^1+0 4 5.76 23.04 34.56 
135 2.17 292.95 379.75 
^,617 These are Included in net price 
'\3 1,541 for poultry and lading feed. 
^kk 1I40 .67 93.30 94.47 
552 .54 293.08 2;3.62 
223,327.24 21^4,822.36 
Table 11. Corrirutationa of total sales and total nat or ice under new protraTP 
Formula "'inlira w"ich Additional quan- Adjustments 
were set up titles produced due to same 
as bein^^ pro- and sold as die- feeds being 
duced before tsted by the under two 
the program pro,7rain activities^ 
was computed 
22,7^"^ 2,212 25,000 .71 17,750.00 
2,000 1,751 3,751 .71 2,663,21 
^3 14,500 )+,5oo .56 2,520.00 
10,000 10,000 
.79 7,900.00 
11,906 1,000 12,906 .72 9,292.32 
^6 149,966 6,53li 56,500 .53 29,9lt.5.00 
2,300 2,200 5,000 .61 3,050.00 
1,200 300 1,500 .63 9U5.00 
F9 7,500 7,500 .65 1|,'575.00 
F 10 
^^11 
30,000 
6,000 9,000 
30,000 
15,000 
.72 
1.12 
21,600.00 
16,300.00 
20 ^0 100 .614- 6[|.oo 
"^"13 i'OO 600 1,000 l.if7 
1,1|.70.00 
60 60 .80 43.00 
Total sales liet Total net 
under new price price 
plan 
®Some formulas were computed as two activities due to differences in sales rela­
tions with other feeds. This division was no longer necessary. 
Table 11, (Continued), 
Formula '''ni?ra w' icV-^ Adr'ltional quan 
were set un titloa oroduced 
as being r»ro- and sold as die 
duced before tated by the 
the oro'Tam nropT'^m 
was computed 
^15 160 
Pi6 2,000 3,000 
F17 1,000 
Fl^ 600 
^19 6i4.0 
^20 
^21 320 
F22 
^23 300 Ij-OO 
^2l| 100 
F25 
2^6 900 14.00 
ro
 3,000 3,000 
F23 !-! ,000 1,105 
P'29 !^ ,000 5,000 
P30 
F3I 
Adjustments Total sales ."et Total net 
due to same under new price price 
feeds being plan 
under two 
actIvities® 
160 .72 115.20 
10,000 1.50 15,000,00 
1,000 1.72 1,720.00 
26,026 26,626 .93 21)., 762.13 
i3,5li-5 19,135 1.07 20,527.95 
27,000 27,000 .75 20,250.00 
23,355 2i^.,l75 .7U 17.339.50 
3,525 3,525 .70 2,1^67.50 
700 2.06 1,1|42.00 
100 .9if 9i|.00 
.35 00.00 
1,300 1.17 1,521.00 
6,000 .66 3,960.00 
5.105 .6)4. 3,267.20 
10,000 .71 7,100.00 
.k2 
0
 
0
 • 
0
 
00.00 
Table 11. (Continued). 
Formula Minima which Additional quan- Adjustments Total sales Net Total net 
were set up titles produced due to same under ne?/ price price 
as being pro- and sold as die- feeds being plan 
duced before tated by the under two 
the prof^ram profram activities^ 
was computed 
F32 lAl 39 500 .70 350.00 
^33 
.21 00.00 
F3I1 533 1 53i^ 1,55 327.70 
^35 
330 120 1.50 1.0)4. 1^68.00 
F36 1,000 L;,000 5,000 .57 2,350.00 
F37 1^0 lo 1.32 72.30 
F3B 100 100 3.75 375.00 
F39 
10 
2 
10 
6 
3.29 
5.76 
32.90 
31^.56 
1^,1 175 175 2.17 379.75 
5,100 5,100 These are 
net price 
feed 
included in 
for poultry 
"11-3" 1,701 1,701 These are net price 
feed 
included in 
for laying 
^Computations showing the quantity of oyster shell and rrit sold under the new 
proprani can be found in tables 19 and 20. 
Table 11. (Continued). 
Formula r'inima which Additional quan-
were set up titles produced 
as being pro- and sold as dic-
duced before tated by the 
the -Drofram -orogram 
was computed 
Adjustments 
due to same 
feada being 
under two 
activities^ 
Total sales Net 
under new price 
plan 
Total net 
price 
^k9 
5^0 
1I4.0 
552 
1 
1 
26,026 
13,54^ 
27,000 
23,355 
3,525 
•26,026 
-13,51,5 
-27,000 
-23,355 
• 3,525 
il|.l .67 94.11-7 
553 .^ k- 293.62 
000 All quantities trans­
ferred to 
000 All quantities trans­
ferred to rx3 
000 All quantities trans­
ferred to Pxq 
000 All quantities trans­
ferred to PpQ 
000 All quantities trans­
ferred to F21 
000 All quantities tnns-
ferred to F22 
2M4.,322.36 
111 
Table 12. Beginning sub-matrix 1'"and Fp for activities. 
Activities P 5^2 '^3 ^101 ^ 'ill ^1 f'2 
Restrictions 
^52 
2,212 1 1 
2,257 1 1 
^101 5»llk 1 1 2 
^111 0 1 .0158 .0153 
z-c 0 
- .71 - .71 
d 0 
Table 13. "eplnnin/- sub-ratrIx F'^  and for ' activities. 
Actlvltles 
'^0 F 110 ^11 '^3 '^s 
Restrictions 
1,500 1 1 
5^6 i*09ii. 1 1 
1^10 1,000 1 1 1 
p 
^111 0 1 .0169 .0191 
z-c 0 
- .56 - .72 
d 0 33.Ill 37.70 
Table llj.. Total sales during 195^-^^> total sales under new plan, cha.igea in sales 
between the two, and minima and maxima for sales of each feed. 
Formula Total sales Total sales Increase (4-) or r'inima set by "axima set 
during under new decrease ( -) .Tanar ement by managenieit 
1955-56 plan over 1955-56 
^1 22,7^3 
25,000 2,212 22,73') 25,000 
^2 1^ 357 3,751 
606 2,000 i|,357 
^3 6,527 h»^oo 
- 2,027 il.,500 6,000 
% 19,000 10,000 - 9,000 10,000 2l(.,000 
^6 
New feed 12,906 12,906 11,906 13,000 
1.9,966 56,500 6,5314 1;9,966 60,000 
Fv I 
3,001+ 5,000 1,996 2,300 5,000 
FB 1,200 1,500 300 1,200 
1,500 
^9 8,299 
7,500 - 799 7,500 10,000 
t? 
^10 
f'll 
3)4,215 30,000 - ^,215 30,000 14.0,000 
6,979 15,000 3,021 6,000 15,000 
^^ 12 20 
100 30 20 100 
F' 
13 
1493 1,000 502 14.00 1,000 
60 60 60 150 
1^5 
160 160 160 300 
F16 3,600 10,000 6,14.00 
2,000 1.,000 
Table llf.. (Continued). 
Porisula Total sales Total sales 
during under new 
1955-56 plan 
^17 ^1,-6 5,622 1,000 
Fl^ ^1+7 21,00li 26,626 
^9 16,72)4. 1-,135 
^?0 ^[i9 2^.,[)61 27,000 
^21 ^50 23,175 2li,175 
P22 ^51 3,525 3,525 
F 
^23 563 700 
^21. 6,267 100 
OJ 316 
F26 1,106 1,300 
F27 6,000 
^23 7,331 5,105 
^29 6,032 10,000 
^30 3,267 
^31 5,335 
P32 hll 500 
Increase (+) or Minima aet by -Maxima aet 
decrease (-) manafrement by manaceirent 
over 1955-56 
- ):,622 1,000 
5,622 15,000 27,000 
5,000 20,000 
- 1 ,ii6l 27,000 32,000 
1,000 22,000 26,500 
3,525 6,000 
137 300 700 
- 6,167 100 6,500 
- 316 i{.00 
19i}- 900 1,300 
1,952 3,000 6,000 
- 2,726 14,000 3,500 
3,913 5,000 10,000 
- 3,267 1^,500 
- 5,335 6,500 
39 I4.ll 500 
Table 1)4. (Continued) 
Formula Total sales Total sales Increase (+) or Minima set by f.^axima set 
during under new decrease {-) tnanagement by management 
1955-56 plan over 1955-5o 
P 3 3  
2,i!?3 - 2,1^3 5,000 
3^1-^  (25^' bafs) 533 53)1 1 533 53I1 
^35 330 ii5o 120 330 ii5o 
^36 1|,533 5,000 U.67 1,000 5,000 
F37 (10# bags) 20 i^o 20 40 
F3^ (10# baps) I4O 100 60 100 
P39 (IC# baps) 5 10 5 10 
^1«0 (21^# cases) k 6 2 6 
135 175 ko 175 
^hh 
.i;,6l7 
1,514-1 
114.0 
5,100 
1,701 
Ikl 
1+33 
160 
1 
.027 of completo laying 
feed sales. 
.0073 of complete 
Doultry feed sales. 
IILO 1I4.1 
^'45 552 553 1 552 553 
105-106 
Table 15. Computations for complementarity between F[|^2 
all poultry feeds. 
Poultry 
feeds 
Last year's 
sales 
(5C# bap) 
Last year's 
sales adjusted 
for concentrates 
(50# bag) 
Last 
year's 
sales 
1^^ .2 
F, 
^3 
^6 
^7 
Fg 
^11 
^12 
^13 
^15 
1^6 
22,733 
l^»357 
6,527 
19,000 
0 
14.9,966 
3,001^  
1,200 
3,299 
(concentrate) 3^*215 X 2 
(concentrate) 6,979 X 2 
20 
60 
160 
lij.0 
i^}.2 P®^  of poultry feed 
F^2 sold per 50# bag of concentrate = 
22,73B 
) 1,357 
6,527 
19,000 
0 
[1.9,966 
3,00i4. 
1,200 
8,299 
68,430® 
13,958® 
20 
l^ 98 
60 
160 
1[}.0 
193,1)07 l,5i^ l 
' l5il-l-r 198,ij.07 - .0073 
.0078 X 2 « .0156 
®Fio of F,, will feed twice as many birds as an equiva­
lent amount of full feed therefore, twice as much grit (P[.2^ 
must be supplied. ^ 
iw 
Table l6. Computations for complementarity between Fi ^ and 
all laylnp feeds. ^ 
Laylnp 
Feeds 
T.ast year's 
sales 
{^0# bag) 
Last year's sales Last year's 
adjusted for con- sales of Fi ^ 
centratos (50/' bag) 
6,527 6,527 
19,000 19,000 
0 0 
'^6 I^9»966 1^ 9,966 
3»00l]. 3,00l|. 
1,200 1,200 
p 
/ 
^»299 0,299 
^10 3i|»2l5 X 2 68,l|30a 
^11 6,979 X 2 13,953® 
F 
13 
i|98 ii98 
170,832 ij,6l7 
sold per 50# bap of layinr feed - lf.,6l7 "r-170,832 - .027 
per $0^ bag of concentrfcte s .027 X 2 = .05i|. 
®F^g or F^]^ will feed twice as many birds as an equiva­
lent amount of full feed, therefore, twice as much oyster 
shell (PI13) must be supplied. 
;)3 
Table 17. Opportunity coats for all activities pro^'rait'iried. 
trmula Opportunity 
costs 
Formula Opportunity 
costs 
1^ 1 .71 1.13 
^2 .71 1.88 
.66 
^^ 26 1.17 
.79 F27 .66 
.72 
""28 .6I4. 
'^6 .53 P29 .71 
F? .61 
-30 .1|7 
.63 F3I .51 
P 
9 
.72 
^32 .70 
FT 0 .72 
F33 .i|-5 
^11 1.12 3^i| 1.55 
^12 .61^ . 3^5 1.0k 
^13 l.i|.7 P36 .57 
^ik .9i|- F37 1.82 
.9I4 F33 3.75 
^6 1.50 F39 3.29 
^17 1.72 ^ko 5.76 
^13 .93 ^ki 2.17 
1^9 1.07 .67 
^20 .76 .51-1 
^21 .711- Pi+6 1.75 
^22 .72 F1|7 .93 
F23 2.06 ^1+8 1.07 
1 9 
Table 17. (Contlnuec'). 
Formula Opnortimlty Formula Opportunity 
costs coats 
.75 P72 .00 
^50 .7i^ . "73 .03 
5^1 .70 "71^  
.00 
.16 
"75 .00 
^53 .00 "76 .00 
.00 
"77 .0i^ . 
.00 .00 
F56 .00 
'• 79 1.31 
5^7 
.00 
^30 .00 
.15 F^l .00 
"59 .17 A\2 
^60 .00 F^3 .00 
6^1 .00 "81^  .00 
"62 
.36 
"85 .18 
"63 .19 3^6 .00 
.86 
^87 .00 
"65 .00 ^33 .11^ . 
"66 .00 8^9 .00 
"67 '9k ^90 1.10 
6^3 .69 "91 .57 
"69 .00 9^2 .0[|. 
"70 .00 "93 1.07 
F71 .00 ^91^ 3.00 
Table 17. (Continued). 
Formula Opportunity 
coats 
^95 2.^k 
9^6 5.01 
F97 1.51 
.23 
F99 .11 
^'100 .III 
^101 .16 
^102 .02 
Formula Opportunity 
costs 
^103 .oil-
.03 
^105 .50 
^106 .32 
^'107 .23 
^110 .2i| 
^111 25 .20 
xll 
Table l8, Computationa for quantity of Pi 2 sold under new 
propram. ^ 
Formula Total laying feed Dopree of com- Total F[ 2 sold 
sold under new olerrentarity under new 
pro^Tam program 
^3 if, 500 
10,000 
12,')06 
^6 56,^00 
5,000 
1.^00 
^9 7,500 
f'lO 30,000 
^1 15,000 
^13 1,000 
027 121.5 
027 270.0 
027 3)43.46 
027 1525.5 
027 135.0 
027 If 0.5 
027 202.5 
05ii- 1620.0 
o$k 810.0 
027 27.0 
5100.14.6 
12 
Table 1% Computations for quantity of sold under new 
prorra^T!. 
Pormila Total poultry feed Depree of com- Total Fj o sold 
sold t'nder new oleirantarIty under'new 
nro/-ram pro, rain 
^1 25,000 .0073 195.0 
^2 3,751 ,0073 29.25a 
^3 
il-,500 .0073 35.1 
10,000 .0070 73.0 
12,906 .0073 100.667 
^6 56,500 .0073 M l  0.7 
5,000 .0073 39.0 
1,500 .0073 11.7 
7.500 .0073 53.5 
FlO 30,000 .0156 l|.63.0 
^1 15*000 .0156 23I4.O 
P 1 2  100 .0073 .73 
^3 
1,000 . 0073 7.3 
60 .0073 .i|.63 
^15 160 .0073 I.2I4.3 
il+i .
 
0
 
0
 
1.0998 
1701.3208 
